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PROJECT HOPE SITE ACTION PLAN 
 
 
Executive Summary 
 

The City of Wichita has an important governmental interest in protecting the health, safety, and 
welfare of its citizens, businesses, and tourists. This obligation includes protecting citizens from 
increased crime and preserving the quality of life, property values, business investments as well as 
deterring the spread of blight. To secure added resources for addressing that obligation, the City of 
Wichita sought resources to support BCJI’s overarching goals of reducing the occurrence of violent 
crime, providing shelter and resources for the homeless population, and reducing homeless-related 
calls for police services within the Target Area. It was that intent that led our team to apply for the 
Byrne Criminal Justice Innovation (BCJI) grant. 
 

Sponsored and managed by the U.S. Department of Justice, Office of Justice Programs, Bureau 
of Justice Assistance (BJA), the Byrne Criminal Justice Innovation (BCJI) Program “supports 
Department priorities to reduce serious and violent crime, including gun violence; dismantle gang 
activity; and strengthen local capacity to combat drug abuse.”1 The City of Wichita is proud to have 
been selected for a $1,000,000 grant award for the period of October 1, 2020 – September 30, 2023 
for the purpose of funding an innovative initiative. The initiative is designed to reduce crime by 
building community partnerships between local law enforcement, city departments, community 
organizations, businesses, and residents (both housed and unhoused) and increasing safety in the 
Target Area. 
 

Following instructions stated in the provided “Action Plan Guidance Tool”, having completed a 
planning process, the City of Wichita submits the following Site Action Plan in order to be granted 
the authority to formerly enter the Implementation Phase of Project HOPE.  

 
The following video provides an overview of Project HOPE. 
 

 
Click the Image Above to View the Project HOPE Introduction Video 

 
1 https://bja.ojp.gov/funding/opportunities/o-bja-2021- 
94001#:~:text=The%20Byrne%20Criminal%20Justice%20Innovation,capacity%20to%20combat%20drug 

%20abuse. 

https://bja.ojp.gov/funding/opportunities/o-bja-2021-94001#%3A%7E%3Atext%3DThe%20Byrne%20Criminal%20Justice%20Innovation%2Ccapacity%20to%20combat%20drug%20abuse
https://bja.ojp.gov/funding/opportunities/o-bja-2021-94001#%3A%7E%3Atext%3DThe%20Byrne%20Criminal%20Justice%20Innovation%2Ccapacity%20to%20combat%20drug%20abuse
https://bja.ojp.gov/funding/opportunities/o-bja-2021-94001#%3A%7E%3Atext%3DThe%20Byrne%20Criminal%20Justice%20Innovation%2Ccapacity%20to%20combat%20drug%20abuse
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L92PnT_YrOg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L92PnT_YrOg
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The BCJI Planning Grant was awarded to the City of Wichita in October of 2020 and executed 

in December 2020. As an awardee, the City of Wichita recognizes the following: “The BCJI model is 
based on the principle that sustainable reductions in violent crime require collaboration among partners 
in the criminal justice system, service providers, and the communities they serve.”2 That model 
contains for following four elements (Data-Driven, Place-Based, Builds Partnerships, and Community-
Oriented) that must be inherent in the implementation of Project HOPE: 
 
Data-Driven 
 

“BCJI sites are strongly encouraged to work with local law enforcement and community 
stakeholders to conduct a broad examination of crime drivers in the Target Areas                  

and consider appropriate innovative, data-driven strategies to address them.”3 
 

What types of data were considered during the Planning Phase? 
 

Utilizing existing sources, the City of Wichita’s Project HOPE initiative developed an 
overview of the criminal context of the Target Area in order to measure the efficacy of intervention 
strategies. The baselines were created utilizing quantitative data to identify patterns of criminal 
behavior that are homeless-associated in the Target Area.  Two baselines were created at the outset 
of Implementation: a One-Year Baseline (January 2021-January 2022) and a Five-Year Baseline 
(January 2017-January 2022).  Ideally, having both Baselines will ensure that the economic and 
social changes that were unique to the “2020 Pandemic,” including school closures, social services 
abatement and deferred government contacts, are more easily accounted for in the trend analysis and 
success measurement.   
 
The data utilized: 
 

• Official police or incident reports 
• Calls for service 
• Arrest reports 
• Socioeconomic data (includes health and human services data, school data, poverty data, and 

other community data) 
• Corrections data (includes probation and parole data) 
• Surveys of community members (facilitated exercise) 
• Focus group (community meetings) 
• Homeless Management Information System (HMIS) data 

 
Who conducted the data analysis? 
 

Project HOPE data team is led by an experienced prosecutor and criminal justice academic at 
Newman University in Wichita, Kristi Barton Edwards, who brings experience in mixed-
methodology research on social problems to the Project.4 The team also include a full- time crime 

 
2 Byrne Criminal Justice Innovation Program, https://www.theiacp.org/projects/byrne-criminal-justice- innovation-
training-and-technical-assistance. 
3  https://bja.ojp.gov/program/byrne-criminal-justice-innovation-bcji-program/overview 
4 https://wichitasac.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/FINAL-REPORT-SEPTEMBER-2018.pdf 

https://www.theiacp.org/projects/byrne-criminal-justice-innovation-training-and-technical-assistance
https://www.theiacp.org/projects/byrne-criminal-justice-innovation-training-and-technical-assistance
https://www.theiacp.org/projects/byrne-criminal-justice-innovation-training-and-technical-assistance
https://bja.ojp.gov/program/byrne-criminal-justice-innovation-bcji-program/overview
https://wichitasac.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/FINAL-REPORT-SEPTEMBER-2018.pdf
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analyst, the HMIS and Point-In-Time Count director from the United Way, as well as members of the 
City of Wichita’s Housing and Community Services department. 
 
How is data shared among stakeholders? 

 
As the Project HOPE data team gathers and analyzes the data, that data will be shared among 

stakeholders through generated activity summary reports that will be made available to the 
membership of the Project HOPE Leadership Council and general public. 
 
What measurable outcome data will be used to assess progress towards the stated goals and 
objectives? 
 

Utilizing existing sources, the City of Wichita’s Project HOPE initiative has developed an 
overview of the criminal context of the Target Area. The baseline utilizes quantitative data to identify 
patterns of criminal behavior that are homeless-associated in the Target Area. 
 

In addition, utilizing focus group information, the initiative identified three strategies to 
disrupt the patterns of criminal behavior in the Target Area. Specifically, during community 
meetings in October & December 2021, a collection of public and private stakeholders that work, 
live and play in the Target Area provided insight into the current conditions of the Target Area. The 
collected information showed a need for a collaborative and conscientious approach to mental health 
and substance abuse within the homeless community and a desire to address the chronic criminals 
that congregate in the Target Area (the conditional release population). 
 

In response to the patterns of criminal behavior (quantitative) and the insights provided by 
stakeholders (qualitative), three strategies will be utilized: Creating and maintaining a diverse group 
of leaders to identify and troubleshoot acute and chronic conditions in the Target Area; Hiring, 
training and incorporating social workers to provide collaboration between law enforcement and 
public/private service providers in the Target Area; and, delivering and assessing the efficacy of 
educational programming for everyone who works, lives and plays in the Target Area. 
 
A strong, centralized and functional data team has been created to ensure the following: 
(1) criminal behavior patterns and trends in the Target Area are uncovered; (2) strategies of 
disrupting the criminal behavior patterns are grounded in evidence-based practiced; and (3) the 
quality, reliability and access of data is promoted throughout the community for the duration (and 
thereafter) of the Project. The data team is led by an experienced prosecutor and criminal justice 
academic at Newman University in Wichita, Kristi Barton Edwards, who brings experience in 
mixed-methodology research on social problems to the Project. 5 The team also include a full-time 
crime analyst, the HMIS and Point-In-Time Count director from the United Way, as well as members 
of the City of Wichita’s Housing and Community Services department. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
5 https://wichitasac.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/FINAL-REPORT-SEPTEMBER-2018.pdf 

https://wichitasac.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/FINAL-REPORT-SEPTEMBER-2018.pdf
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Place-Based 
 

“BCJI sites target a specific geographic area within their communities known                            
for high levels of serious and violent crime.” 6 

 
What locations will the crime prevention strategies focus on? 

 
The City of Wichita’s Project HOPE initiative has identified a specific geographic area (“Target 

Area”) that is known for high levels of serious and violent crime. All project activities in the Target 
Area will focus both attention and resources on the criminal behavior of homeless population with 

 
6 https://bja.ojp.gov/program/byrne-criminal-justice-innovation-bcji-program/overview 

Figure 1 

https://bja.ojp.gov/program/byrne-criminal-justice-innovation-bcji-program/overview
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added focus on specific crime “hot spots” therein where a concentration of criminal activities have 
been identified. (These maps can also be found in Appendix A and Appendix B) 
 
How and why were those locations selected? 
 

The Target Area was selected based on the historic intensity of its crime rates and the fact a 
significant crime hot spot is located inside the Area. It was also selected because it contains several 
unique features associated with the homeless in Wichita: there are several homeless shelters, 
correctional facilities and service providers in the Area. 
 
What outcomes are expected for these locations? 
 

We estimate that the overall crime rates, measured using a 5-year baseline, will drop 
significantly during Implementation. Increased focus on the crime drivers is expected to depress the 
homeless-associated crime rates, and homeless-associated police calls for service, due to the 
intentional diversion of homeless away from the criminal justice system. Ideally, the overall number 
of homeless in the Area will also decrease as the availability and deployment of wrap- around social 
services are ensured in the event of a homeless-associated interaction with local law enforcement. 

 
Are there complementary plans for neighborhood redevelopment and revitalization? 
 

Like cities across the nation, the City of Wichita has encouraged and nurtured the 
development of its downtown. The City of Wichita takes pride in being a community for all residents 
to experience a quality of life that supports health, safety, and neighborhood enjoyment. Through the 
efforts of the Wichita-Sedgwick County Metropolitan Area Planning Commission, the following 
plans focus on downtown: 

 
Downtown Master Plan (Project Downtown): City Council approved a $500,000 contract with 
Goody Clancy to develop a downtown master plan. The plan took approximately 12 months to 
complete. The end result is Project Downtown - The Master Plan for Wichita that will be adopted as 
an element of the Wichita-Sedgwick County Comprehensive Plan. 
 
Center City Plan: The City of Wichita and the Center City Organized Revitalization Effort 
(C.O.R.E.) applied for and received a Metro Community Capacity Building Grant from the Kansas 
Department of Commerce and Housing to develop plans for future redevelopment within areas 
identified within the City’s Neighborhood Revitalization Plan and within State and Federal Housing 
and Urban Development revitalization areas. 
 
Midtown Plan: The purpose of this neighborhood plan is to develop a strategic plan for the Historic 
Midtown Neighborhood that addresses key issues and concerns regarding the conservation a 
revitalization of the area. The Planning Area that has been identified is bounded by Murdock to the 
south, 18th Street N. to the north, the Union Pacific (UP) BNSF Railway to the east and the Little 
Arkansas River to the west. 
 
 
 
 

https://www.wichita.gov/Planning/Pages/Downtown.aspx
https://www.wichita.gov/Planning/NR%20Documents/Center%20City%20Neighborhood%20Revitalization%20Plan.pdf
https://www.wichita.gov/Planning/Pages/Midtown.aspx
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Build Partnerships 
 
“In order to implement BCJI successfully, sites take a comprehensive approach that targets hot 

spots and larger community challenges, which requires a strong set of                                          
partners and trust between them and the residents.” 7 

 
 
Was a cross-sector team created to support your BCJI project? What community-based, law 
enforcement, municipal, business, and social service organizations are represented in the cross-
sector team? 
 

Implementation of the strategies mentioned above is the responsibility of the Core Planning 
Team. The Planning Team was carefully selected during the scanning phase of the Project, and 
designed to provide a multi-agency, multi-disciplinary and data-enriched guiding framework for the 
Project. Members represent public and private agencies that have historically worked with the 
homeless in Wichita and are familiar with the Target Area. 
 
The City of Wichita - Project HOPE Core Planning Team members are as follows: 
 
• Alex Stadler, Crime Analyst, Wichita Police Department 
• Angeline F Johnson, Grant Coordinator, Community Connections Consulting Services, LLC 
• Brandy Niblett, Housing Specialist, Housing and Community Services, City of Wichita 
• Chris Schroeder, Consultant, Wichita Police Department 
• Corrie McCluskey, Officer, Wichita Police Department 
• Councilman Brandon Johnson, District 1, City of Wichita 
• Councilwoman Maggie Ballard, District 6, City of Wichita 
• David Nienstedt, Sergeant, Wichita Police Department 
• Drew Seiler, Lieutenant, Wichita Police Department 
• Jason Bartel, Lieutenant, Wichita Police Department 
• Kristi Barton Edwards, Professor, Newman University 
• Laurie Wolf, Controller, Housing and Community Services, City of Wichita 
• Michael Linnehan, Lieutenant, Wichita Police Department 
• Michelle Haupt, Program Specialist, Housing and Community Services, City of Wichita 
• Nathan Schwiethale, Officer, Wichita Police Department 
• Santiago Hungria, Captain, Wichita Police Department 
• Scott Nace, Outreach Programs Manager, United States Attorney’s Office-District of Kansas 
• Shauna Dickman, Associate Accountant, Wichita Police Department 
• Stang Sally, Director, Housing and Community Services, City of Wichita 
 
 The strength contained in the composition of Project HOPE’s Core Planning Team is that this 
decision-making body is comprised of cross-departmental as well as cross-organizational 
representation working collaboratively together to advance the effort. The City of Wichita is 
represented by key staff from the Housing and Community Services Department, Wichita Police 
Department, and elected city officials representing the Target Area. Additionally, there is cross-

 
7 https://bja.ojp.gov/program/byrne-criminal-justice-innovation-bcji-program/overview 

https://bja.ojp.gov/program/byrne-criminal-justice-innovation-bcji-program/overview
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organizational representation from United States Attorney’s Office-District of Kansas and Newman 
University. This composition allows opportunity to shared information, resources, and efforts to 
achieve Project HOPE’s goals. 
 
What is the decision-making structure for the cross-sector team? 
 

In addition to the Planning Team members, the project depends upon focused staff (the Grant 
Coordinator and Wichita Police Case Workers) to advance efforts. As is evident, the Planning Team 
has partnered with a variety of formal and informal organizations to ensure a comprehensive 
partnership was created for the project. Key partner organizations include the following: City of 
Wichita Council; Newman University; WorkForce Alliance; United Methodist Open Door; 
Substance Abuse Center of Kansas; Emprise Bank; Key Construction; Lane Enterprises 
(McDonalds); WaterWalk; The United States Attorney’s Office; Project Safe Neighborhoods; project 
Guardian; and the National Public Safety Partnerships. 
 

The Core Planning Team is tasked with solidifying partnerships to ensure the action plan is 
implemented. As stated above, the Leadership Council will be tasked with consistently reviewing 
chronic and acute situations involving the homeless in the Target Area. The Planning Team will be 
responsible for delivering the needed information to the Council, as well as executing the responses 
devised by the Council after careful consideration. 
 

Second, the Team will execute Memorandums of Understanding with the Wichita Police 
Department, the Kansas Department of Corrections and the City of Wichita to effectively and 
consistently deploy social workers in the Target Area to provide standard case management, assertive 
community treatment and critical time intervention to the homeless. 
 

Finally, the Team will coordinate and deliver several educational programs to law 
enforcement and public and private service providers. The overall goal of the selected programming 
will be to improve connectivity between the criminal justice system and the social service system 
within the Target Area. Ideally, increased understanding of the relationship between criminal 
behavior and homelessness throughout the community will decreased the homeless arrest rate in the 
Target Area. To this end, the Safe-Nights’ Proactive Alliance will be delivered to select Wichita 
Police Department Officers (one day class), and the Homeless Outreach programming (seminar) will 
be delivered to the Leadership Council as part of the educational strategy.8  
 

The decisions of the Project HOPE Core Planning Team are informed by the 15-Member 
Project HOPE Leadership Council which is comprised of a diverse group of community 
representatives who meet quarterly to review and provide expert analysis and solutions to acute and 
chronic homeless-associated problems in the Target Area. Members of the community were asked to 
apply to be on the Project HOPE Leadership Council and communicate to the Core Planning Team 
which of the 7 stakeholder categories they represented as well as why they were interested in serving. 
18 community members expressed interest in serving. The Core Planning Team reviewed all 
applicants and through a vote carefully selected Leadership Council Members that were felt to best 
represent stakeholders in the community and could remain actively involved in the revitalization of 
the Target Area throughout the project’s implementation period as well as beyond completion of the 

 
8 https://safe-night.com/operations-review 

https://safe-night.com/operations-review
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project. 
 

The City of Wichita - Project HOPE Leadership Council Members are as follows:  
 
Organizational Representatives (Workforce Development) 
• Denise Houston, Workforce Alliance of South Central Kansas 
• Laura Ritterbush, CEO, Goodwill Industries of Kansas 
 
Organizational Representatives (Faith-Based) 
• Tony Nave, Union Rescue Mission 
• Major Nancy Powers, Commander, The Salvation Army 

 
Service Providers (Nonprofit) 
• Dawn Shepler, Nonprofit Coalition Leader 
• Kathy Bowles, ICT Street Team and Guadalupe Clinic 
 
Government 
• Maggie Ballard, Wichita City Council, District 6 
• Lacey Cruse, Sedgwick County Commissioner, District 4 
 
Business Owners / Employees (Business Located in the Target Area) 
• Richard Morrow, Morrow & Co. LLC CPAs 
• Jeff Lowrance, LANGE 
 
Resident - Home Owners / Renters (Lives in Target Area) 
• LeAnn Wittman, Newman University 
• Open (currently recruiting) 
 
Residents - Unhoused (Previously Experienced/Currently Experiencing Homelessness) 
• Phillip Webb (also the Director of 2nd Chance Beginnings) 
• Fred Linker 
 
Other: 
• Rachel Newell, Breakthrough/ESS 
 

As evidenced above, the Project HOPE Leadership Council is comprised of a diverse group 
of community representatives (Community Organizations, Business Representatives, Faith-Based 
Representatives, Residents, Elected Officials, Currently/Formerly Unhoused Individuals) who meet 
quarterly to review and provide expert analysis and solutions framed from their unique frame of 
reference to provide context and perspective on acute and chronic homeless-associated problems in 
the Target Area.  Members of the Leadership Council have a key role in both informing the efforts of 
the City of Wichita Core Planning Team as well as having active involvement in the following 3 
strategies (more fully described in Appendix H) for advancing the goals of Project HOPE: 

 
o Strategy 4: Utilize the voice of the established Project HOPE Leadership Council to 

determine how the effort will engage in meaningful ways with a diversity of community 
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stakeholders who are invested in the wellbeing of Target Area. 
 

o Strategy 5: Engagement in community outreach meetings with various stakeholder 
groups such as businesses, residents, and the unhoused population. These meetings will 
continue to provide additional opportunities for stakeholders to be involved with Project 
HOPE. 
 

o Strategy 6: Planning community engagement activities designed to bring the neighbors, 
service providers, and businesses of the area together to better understand how each can 
produce change, positivity, and wider community engagement within the Target Area.  

 
These Community Organizations, Business Representatives, Faith-Based Representatives, 

Residents, Elected Officials, Currently/Formerly Unhoused Individuals are encouraged and expected 
to share and advance the work of Project HOPE within their respective networks for the purpose of 
both deepening impact and ensuring project sustainability. Contributions include severing as 
representative voices during project planning meetings as well as being active doers and participants 
in Project HOPE activities and community engagement efforts. 
 

How are community residents represented in the cross-sector team? 
 

Community residents are represented on the Project HOPE Leadership Council through the 
allocation of a minimum of four (4) seats dedicated to homeowners, renters, and those who are 
currently or recently experienced homelessness within the Target Area. 
 

What is the research partner’s role in the project? 
 

Project HOPE is pleased to be in partnership with Kristi Barton Edwards, Assistant Professor 
of Criminal Justice, Division of Social Sciences who serves as the primary research partner and data 
liaison with WPD. Through the involvement of WPD, the Newman University will conduct business 
and resident surveys, as well as continuing to update the crime data in the Target area. Surveys will 
continue to inform local implementation efforts by providing qualitative data that will help in 
determining how to best engage with partners and businesses in the community to build trust as 
Project HOPE implements strategies designed to reduce both the number of unhoused individuals 
and instances of crime in the Target Area. Continued updating of the crime data will provide 
quantitative data that accounts for static and dynamic variables that impact the Target Area such as 
weather, construction and activities conducted by government and private agencies. 
 
Community-Oriented 
 

“To catalyze and sustain change, there must be active involvement and leadership by 
neighborhood residents, community organizations, and community                                      

leaders in engaging criminal justice partners, including law                                                
enforcement, throughout the revitalization process.” 9 

 
How did community input factor into the Planning Phase activities and Action Plan 

 
9 https://bja.ojp.gov/program/byrne-criminal-justice-innovation-bcji-program/overview 

https://bja.ojp.gov/program/byrne-criminal-justice-innovation-bcji-program/overview
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development? 
 

The Project HOPE Core Leadership Team sought community input in determining how to 
frame Project HOPE for its implementation. The team hosted multiple community conversations to 
share their work and to solicit community perspective and insight on how to best continue to move 
the work forward. Based on feedback received, implementation ideas were framed and finalized to be 
presented in this document. Additionally, in order to solidify trust between the City of Wichita and 
the homeless community, the Core Planning Team created a Leadership Council. The Project HOPE 
Leadership Council was carefully selected to provide the Target Area with a standing group of a 
diverse range of leaders representing community service providers, law enforcement, academia and 
governmental agencies dedicated to addressing the most pressing and challenging issues involving 
the criminality of the homeless population in the Target Area. 
 

The 15-Member Project HOPE Leadership Council is comprised of a diverse group of 
community representatives who will meet quarterly to review and provide expert analysis and 
solutions to acute and chronic homeless-associated problems in the Target Area. Members of the 
Leadership Council were carefully selected to ensure the Council will remain actively involved in the 
revitalization of the Target Area throughout the Project’s implementation period and beyond 
completion of the Project. 
 

What community engagement strategies will be utilized during the Implementation Phase? 
 

The City of Wichita’s City Manager’s Office (Strategic Communications) is already in 
partnership with CitizenLab to support the City’s community engagement efforts. 10 CitizenLab is a 
social impact enterprise driven that partners with communities in “Ensuring responsive, inclusive, 
participatory and representative decision-making at all levels". CitizenLab’s mission “is to build 
stronger democracies by making public decision-making more inclusive, participatory, and 
responsive.” 11 CitzenLab is the collaborative author of “Community Engagement: a Practitioner's 
Guide” which provides government agencies with effective strategies for sustainable community 
engagement.12 The guides provide initial steps to assist its governmental partners in better 
understanding their community’s needs as well as assessing the organization’s capacity to meet those 
needs. Recognizing that a local government’s community engagement efforts fall on a ladder of 
citizen participation, the intent of Project HOPE is that through the steps of Step 1: Understand you 
community, and your capacity, Step 2: Define engagement and your engagement goals, and Step 3: 
Align your capacity and community (1) with your goals (2), Project HOPE will maintain continual 
and meaningful community engagement with the project’s stakeholders. Project HOPE will utilize 
“thick” 13engagement efforts that allow a free flow of complex thoughts, ideas, and suggestions to 
inform the project and provide critical perspective for how to advance the work. 
 
Community Engagement Tools 
 

• Dissemination and solicitation of community feedback via social media outlets 
• Dissemination and solicitation of community feedback via City’s website 

 
10 https://www.citizenlab.co/blog/case-study/how-wichita-used-public-participation-to-address-affordable- housing-issues 
11  https://www.citizenlab.co/about 
12  https://www.citizenlab.co/guides 
13 https://organizingengagement.org/models/types-of-engagement-thick-thin-and-conventional/ 

https://www.citizenlab.co/blog/case-study/how-wichita-used-public-participation-to-address-affordable-housing-issues
https://www.citizenlab.co/blog/case-study/how-wichita-used-public-participation-to-address-affordable-housing-issues
https://www.citizenlab.co/about
https://www.citizenlab.co/guides
https://organizingengagement.org/models/types-of-engagement-thick-thin-and-conventional/
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• Stakeholder Surveys 
• Project Update Meetings 
• Education Campaign 
• Community Events (partnerships) 

 
How will your project garner community input during the Implementation Phase? 

 
Collectively, the Project HOPE Core Planning Team as well as the Project HOPE Leadership 

Council will work collaboratively to advance the three strategies identified during the planning phase 
of the Project. Having engaged in the Pre planning process of this grant award and applied these 
elements in the determination of how to best implement efforts, the City of Wichita is submitting the 
following Site Action Plan to be granted the authority to formerly enter the Implementation phase of 
Project HOPE. The 15-member Project HOPE Leadership Council will be key to ensuring that the 
project will garner community input during the Implementation Phase. This diverse group of 
community representatives will meet quarterly to provide perspective to the Project HOPE Core 
Leadership team in implementing the project. 

 
Additionally, the Project HOPE Leadership Council is expected to be engaged in ensuring 

that the groups that they represent are both informed and involved in the implementation of the 
project. In addition to the efforts of the Core Planning Team and Leader Council, through the 
project’s social media and web channels, targeted survey efforts, public meetings, planned education 
campaign, and community events, additional community voices will be captured to inform the work 
as it goes forward. 
 
How are community stakeholders integrated into the project for sustainment beyond the grant 
period? 
 

The Leadership Council is comprised of stakeholders representing the following categories: 
Organizational Representatives (Workforce Development), Service Providers (Nonprofit), 
Government, Business Owners / Employees (Business Located in the Target Area), Resident - Home 
Owners / Renters (Lives in Target Area), Residents - Unhoused (Previously Experienced/Currently 
Experiencing Homelessness). It is the design of this project that the Leadership Council consist of 
individuals who not only represent key voices necessary to inform the project, but that these 
individuals were also deeply engaged within the community to be able to expand the reach of the 
project to organizations, institutions, businesses and individuals that have the ability to sustain 
Project HOPE’s efforts in other spaces within the Target Area. 

 
Stakeholders will be encouraged to share and advance the work within their respective networks for 
the purpose of both deepening impact and ensuring sustainability. 
 
 
Narrative 
 
Planning Phase – Scanning 
 
What overarching goals did your BCJI site set when applying for BCJI funding? 
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The goal of Project HOPE is to reduce violent, drug-related, and vagrant crime related to 
homelessness. 
 
What partners were involved in the Planning Phase (e.g., research partner, municipal partner, 
law enforcement, community organizations, service providers)? 
 
• Alex Stadler, Crime Analyst, Wichita Police Department 
• Angeline F Johnson, Grant Coordinator, Community Connections Consulting Services, LLC 
• Brandy Niblett, Housing Specialist, Housing and Community Services, City of Wichita 
• Chris Schroeder, Consultant, Wichita Police Department 
• Corrie McCluskey, Officer, Wichita Police Department 
• Councilman Brandon Johnson, District 1, City of Wichita 
• Councilwoman Maggie Ballard, District 6, City of Wichita 
• David Nienstedt, Sergeant, Wichita Police Department 
• Drew Seiler, Lieutenant, Wichita Police Department 
• Jason Bartel, Lieutenant, Wichita Police Department 
• Kristi Barton Edwards, Professor, Newman University 
• Laurie Wolf, Controller, Housing and Community Services, City of Wichita 
• Michelle Haupt, Program Specialist, Housing and Community Services, City of Wichita 
• Scott Nace, Outreach Programs Manager, United States Attorney’s Office-District of Kansas 
• Shauna Dickman, Associate Accountant, Wichita Police Department 
• Stang Sally, Director, Housing and Community Services, City of Wichita 
• Denise Houston, Workforce Alliance of South Central Kansas 
• Laura Ritterbush, CEO, Goodwill Industries of Kansas 
• Tony Nave, Union Rescue Mission 
• Major Nancy Powers, Commander, The Salvation Army 
• Dawn Shepler, Nonprofit Coalition Leader 
• Kathy Bowles, ICT Street Team and Guadalupe Clinic 
• Maggie Ballard, Wichita City Council, District 6 
• Lacey Cruse, Sedgwick County Commissioner, District 4 
• Richard Morrow, Morrow & Co. LLC CPAs 
• Jeff Lowrance, LANGE 
• LeAnn Wittman, Newman University 
• Phillip Webb (also the Director of 2nd Chance Beginnings) 
• Fred Linker (Community Member) 
• Rachel Newell, Breakthrough/ESS 
• 2nd Chance Beginnings 
• 2nd Chance Living 
• Breakthrough/ESS 
• Community Advocates (non-affiliated) 
• Dorothy’s Lane 
• Family Promise 
• Guadalupe Clinic 
• Historic Midtown Citizens Association 
• Housing and Community Services Department, City of Wichita 
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• HumanKind Ministries 
• ICT Community Fridge 
• ICT Street Team 
• Kansas Department of Corrections 
• LANGE 
• Mental Health and Substance Abuse Coalition 
• Morrow & Co. LLC CPAs 
• Neighborhood Residents 
• Newman University 
• Salvation Army 
• Sedgwick County Commission 
• ShowerUp 
• Two Men And A Truck 
• Union Rescue Mission 
• United States Attorney’s Office-District of Kansas 
• United Way of the Plains 
• Wichita Police Department 
• Wichita State University Community Engagement Institute - Old Town 
• Workforce Alliance of South-Central Kansas 
 
How were the chronic crime hot spot(s) identified in the grant proposal prioritized during the 
Planning Phase? 
 

The chronic crime hot spot located in the Target Area was identified based on the historically 
documented and incredibly high-crime density found in the area as it compared to all of Wichita, 
Kansas. Specifically, as shown in Figure 1, the spatial analysis shows a disproportionate number of 
reported crimes and police calls for service originating in the Target Area as compared to the entire 
city. 
 

A thorough dissection of this chronic crime hot spot suggested that the reported crimes are 
more likely to be homeless-associated crimes (property, drugs and nuisance) and the police calls for 
service are more likely to be homeless-associated calls for service (mental health, substance abuse) 
as compared to other chronic crime hot spots in the city. 
 

Moving forward, the Wichita Police Department’s Crime Analysis Unit is adopting Risk 
Terrain Modeling to identify crime hot spots. The variables, identified as geographic features, will 
soon provide quantitative evidence that the chronic crime hot spot in the Target Area is correlated 
with homeless-associated services and community features. 
 
How were community members engaged in identifying problems and developing response 
strategies during the Planning Phase? 
 

Through their attendance at community meetings and participation in surveys and discussions 
designed to capture their thoughts and perspectives of area issues and ways to respond. 
 
Were there any community experiences that spurred the stakeholders towards action? 
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Continuum of Care: 
 

Notably, recent media coverage of the conditional release of a significant number of parolees 
in Wichita, Kansas, begged the question of how the convicted offender population is impacting the 
homeless population. Community members, and law enforcement, reported experiencing consistent 
and disruptive contact with conditional release offenders (parolees and probationers) in the Target 
Area. Community members shared concerns that the offenders gravitate to the Target Area for 
assistance because the Area houses social service providers as well as a large homeless population. 
Concerns about predation on the homeless, as well as crimes against service providers, incited the 
stakeholders to dedicate time and attention to taking action to address the issue. 
 
Parolee Releases: 
 

Additionally, this area serves as the home of the Wichita Work Release Facility as well as a 
location where research shows that nearly 63% of all parolees in Kansas are released creating a 
concentration of high needed individuals dumped within the Target Area without coordinated 
support.14  
 
What were the community perceptions of safety and law enforcement at the beginning of the 
Planning Phase? 
 
This was not a question pointedly asked by this site of the community. 
 
Are the following visual aids included? Examples of community surveys created or used during 
the Planning Phase; Micro hot spot maps and trend analysis charts; Asset or resource mapping 
around the hot spot locations. 
 
Yes, please see Appendices A - F. 
 
 
Planning Phase – Analysis 
 
What sources of data did your BCJI site use for the initial data collection and analysis? 
 

Utilizing existing sources, the City of Wichita’s Project HOPE initiative has developed an 
overview of the criminal context of the Target Area. The baseline utilizes quantitative data to identify 
patterns of criminal behavior that are homeless-associated in the Target Area. 
 
The data utilized: 
 

• Official police or incident reports 
• Calls for service 
• Arrest reports 

 
14 KSN.com, “Police: Parolees in Wichita to blame for rising crime.”, https://www.ksn.com/news/crime/police-parolees-
in-wichita-to-blame-for-rising-crime/.12/7/2021. 

https://www.doc.ks.gov/facilities/wwrf
https://www.ksn.com/news/crime/police-parolees-in-wichita-to-blame-for-rising-crime/
https://www.ksn.com/news/crime/police-parolees-in-wichita-to-blame-for-rising-crime/
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• Socioeconomic data (includes health and human services data, school data, poverty data, and 
other community data) 

• Corrections data (includes probation and parole data) 
• Surveys of community members (facilitated exercise) 
• Focus group (community meetings) 
• Homeless Management Information System (HMIS) data 

 
What place-based measures were considered during the initial data collection and analysis? 
 

The City of Wichita’s Project HOPE initiative has identified a specific geographic area 
(“Target Area”) that is known for high levels of serious and violent crime. All activities will focus 
both attention and project resources in the targeted portion of Downtown Wichita with added focus 
on specific crime “hot spots” where a concentration of criminal activities have been identified. 

 
As noted in Figure 2, the original 

proposed Target Area for project Hope 
consisted of a large segment of downtown 
Wichita inclusive of the Entertainment Old 
Town District (OTD). In the original 
application the Target Area was defined as a 
1.5 square mile area bounded by Waco Street 
to the West, Washington Street to the East, 
Murdock Street to the North and Kellogg to 
the South. This area was selected based on the 
Project HOPE Data Team’s utilization of 
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) 
analysis to identify where concentrations of 
crime (“Hot Spots”) are occurring in 
downtown Wichita. An evaluation of the 
number of calls for service related to 
homelessness in the area were more than double adjacent similarly sized areas. Several non- profit 
organizations that provide services for homeless individuals and families are located within the 
Target Area driving the Core Planning Team to focus efforts and resources on not only instances of 
crime, but on the needs of the area’s homeless population. 
 

Once awarded, during the planning period for the grant, the Project HOPE Data Team 
continued to review available data and update the mapping of crime trends occurring downtown to 
look for changing Hot Sport trends. As a result, Figure 1 provides the most recent Hot Spots as 
identified in the updated Target Area.15  
 

In addition, like cities across the nation, the City of Wichita has encouraged and nurtured the 
development of its downtown. The City of Wichita takes pride in being a community for all residents 
to experience a quality of life that supports health, safety, and neighborhood enjoyment. Through the 

 
15 Details regarding the rational of the updated Target Area can be found in the section of this plan entitled 
“Community Engagement Efforts.” 

Figure 2 
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efforts of the Wichita-Sedgwick County Metropolitan Area Planning Commission, the following 
plans focus on downtown: 
 
Downtown Master Plan (project Downtown): City Council approved a $500,000 contract with 
Goody Clancy to develop a downtown master plan. The plan took approximately 12 months to 
complete. The end result is project Downtown - The Master Plan for Wichita that will be adopted as 
an element of the Wichita-Sedgwick County Comprehensive Plan. 
 
Center City Plan: The City of Wichita and the Center City Organized Revitalization Effort 
(C.O.R.E.) applied for and received a Metro Community Capacity Building Grant from the Kansas 
Department of Commerce and Housing to develop plans for future redevelopment within areas 
identified within the City’s Neighborhood Revitalization Plan and within State and Federal Housing 
and Urban Development revitalization areas. 
 
Midtown Plan: The purpose of this neighborhood plan is to develop a strategic plan for the Historic 
Midtown Neighborhood that addresses key issues and concerns regarding the conservation a 
revitalization of the area. The Planning Area that has been identified is bounded by Murdock to the 
south, 18th Street N. to the north, the Union Pacific (UP) BNSF Railway to the east and the Little 
Arkansas River to the west. 
 

With a mindfulness of the work of the community to create these plans to reflect their vision 
for this neighborhood Project HOPE has included these reports in our planning resources and will 
project plans and activities that align with what the community has already stated its priorities to be 
through these documents. 
 
What were the findings from the initial data collection and analysis? 
 

Utilizing various data sources, the City of Wichita’s Project HOPE initiative has developed 
an overview of the criminal context of the Target Area. The overview, or baseline, utilizes 
quantitative and qualitative data to identify gaps in service and ways to bridge those gaps to divert 
homeless individuals away from the criminal justice system. 
 

The data was collected and analyzed by the Project HOPE Data Team made of up the 
research lead from Newman University, a WPD Crime Analyst, and supervising member of the WPD 
Homeless Outreach Team. The types of data that were considered during the Planning Phase 
included Homeless-related calls for police service, median household income, poverty rate, crime 
statistics (to include part 1 and 2 offenses), narcotic offenses, financial impact on taxpayer. The 
project also reviewed data from the Homeless Management Information System (HMIS). 
 
The sources of that data included: 
 

• Crime Analysis Unit, Wichita Police Department’s 16 
• Homeless Outreach Team (HOT), Wichita Police Department 
• Uniform Crime Reporting Index, Wichita Police Department 
• Homeless Management Information Service (HMIS), United Way of the Plains 

 
16  https://www.wichita.gov/WPD/SupportServices/Pages/CrimeStats.aspx 

https://www.wichita.gov/Planning/Pages/Downtown.aspx
https://www.wichita.gov/Planning/NR%20Documents/Center%20City%20Neighborhood%20Revitalization%20Plan.pdf
https://www.wichita.gov/Planning/Pages/Midtown.aspx
https://www.wichita.gov/WPD/SupportServices/Pages/CrimeStats.aspx
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The initial data collection showed two notable trends/patterns in both the original and updated 

Target Areas: first, homeless-related calls for service in the Target Area have been exponentially 
increasing for the past five years.  Specifically, between 2016-2021, the homeless-related calls for 
service in all categories increased in both the original Target Area and the new Target Area.  In 
addition, the new Target Area showed an annual increase compared the five-year average of nearly 
2%.  This shows that the number of homeless-related calls for service in the new Target Area has 
been increasing at a higher rate compared the same in the original Target Area.  Notably, the 
percentage of homeless-related calls for service in the updated Target Area increased by 103% 
between October and November 2021.  This exponential growth in a mere 28 days supports changing 
the Target Area for this project.    

 
Second, homeless drug offenders in the Target Area are more likely to be arrested than other 

types of offenders.  As shown in Table 3, in 2020 there were 1497 drug cases in the Target Area, and 
1261 arrests in those cases.  This equated with an arrest rate of 84% in the Target Area for drug 
offenders/cases as shown in Table 4, which was significant compared to all other crime category 
arrest rates.  In fact, the closest crime category arrest rate in the Target Area was status offenses, 
which had an arrest rate of merely 36% (3510 status offense cases and 1264 arrests in those status 
cases).   

 
Finally, there are a significant percentage of offenders on conditional release 

(parole/probation) who are being deposited in the City of Wichita. Anecdotal evidence has been 
provided by the Kansas Department of Corrections to support this proposition.  Quantitative data, 
however, is illusive because local law enforcement does not track arrest rates for offenders on 
conditional release.  A goal of this project, therefore, is to find a systematic and comprehensive 
means to track this data and measure changes based on interventions. 

 
In sum, these findings support the selection of mental health, substance abuse and 

parolees/probationers as the crime drivers in the Project HOPE Target Area. 
 

To ensure that measurable outcome data continues to drive efforts, the Project HOPE Data 
Team has created two “Baselines” for the project, which identifies the rate of criminal arrests in 
specific criminal categories for the past five years and the past year in the Target Area.17 The 
baselines will be used to assess the overall project goal of diverting homeless individuals away from 
the criminal justice system. This shall be accomplished by assessing if there is a reduction in the 
arrest rate/calls for service for the identified population in the categories identified and contrasting 
the baseline data to the same data variables monthly and annually during the years of 
Implementation.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
17 See Table 1 
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Table 1 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Five Year Total Arrest Rate 

Cases with an Arrest Count of Cases Percent of Cases 
Arrestee 3278 24.06% 
No Arrestee 10347 75.94% 
Grand Total 13625 100% 

 
 

Table 2 
 

 

2021 Arrest Rate 
Cases with an 
Arrest 

Count of 
Cases 

Percent of 
Cases 

Arrestee 800 28.04% 
No Arrestee 2053 71.96% 

Grand Total 2853 100.00% 

2021 Arrest Rate by Crime Category (Total Count) 
Crime Category Cases without an Arrest Cases with an Arrest Total Cases 
Assaultive 
Offense 537 236 773 
Burglary Offense 50 11 61 
Drug Offense 84 295 379 
Financial Offense 866 146 1012 
Status Offense 516 373 888 
Grand Total 2053 800 2853 
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Five Year Arrest Rate by Crime Category (Total Count) 

Crime Category Cases without an 
Arrest 

Cases with an Arrest  
Total Cases 

Assaultive 
Offense 

 
2385 

 
868 

 
3253 

Burglary Offense  
229 

 
32 

 
261 

Drug Offense 236 1261 1497 
Financial Offense  

5251 
 

537 
 

5788 
Status Offense 2246 1264 3510 
Grand Total 10347 3278 13625 

 
Table 3 

 
 

 
 

 
Five-Year Arrest Rate by Crime Category (Percentage) 

Crime Category Cases without an Arrest Cases with an Arrest 
Assaultive Offense 73.32% 26.68% 
Burglary Offense 87.74% 12.26% 
Drug Offense 15.76% 84.24% 
Financial Offense 90.72% 9.28% 
Status Offense 63.99% 36.01% 
Grand Total 75.94% 24.06% 

 
 

Table 4 
 
 
 
 

2021 Arrest Rate by Crime Category (Percentage) 
Crime Category Cases without an Arrest Cases with an Arrest 
Assaultive Offense 69.47% 30.53% 
Burglary Offense 81.97% 18.03% 
Drug Offense 22.16% 77.84% 
Financial Offense 85.57% 14.43% 
Status Offense 58.11% 42.00% 
Grand Total 71.96% 28.04% 
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Five-Year Arrest Rate by Housing Status 

Housing Status Count of Arrests Percent of Arrests 
Housed 2779 77.69% 
Homeless 798 22.31% 
Grand Total 3577 100% 

 
Table 5 

 
 
 
 

 
Five-Year Crime Category by Homeless vs Housed Arrestees (Total Count) 

 
 
Crime Category 

 
es with Housed 
Arrestees 

Cases with Homeless 
Arrestees 

 
 
Total Cases 

Assaultive Offense 728 145 868 
Burglary Offense 25 8 32 
Drug Offense 1022 262 1261 
Financial Offense 420 118 537 
Status Offense 868 429 1264 
Grand Total 2565 765 3278 

 
Table 6 

 
 

2021 Arrest Rate by Housing Status 
Housing Status Count of Arrests Percent of Arrests 
Housed 545 63.34% 
Homeless 317 36.82% 

Grand Total 860 100.00% 

2021 Crime Category by Homeless vs Housed Arrestees (Total Count) 

Crime Category Cases with Housed Arrestees 
Cases with Homeless 

Arrestees 
Total 
Cases 

Assaultive Offense 169 69 236 
Burglary Offense 5 6 11 
Drug Offense 204 98 295 
Financial Offense 105 42 146 
Status Offense 196 188 373 
Grand Total 517 302 800 
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Five-Year Crime Category by Homeless vs Housed Arrestees (Percentage) 

 
Crime Category 

es with Housed Arrestees  with Homeless Arrestees 

Assaultive Offense 83.87% 16.71% 
Burglary Offense 78.13% 25% 
Drug Offense 81.05% 20.78% 
Financial Offense 78.21% 21.97% 
Status Offense 68.67% 33.94% 
Grand Total 78.25% 23.34% 

 
Table 7 

 
Specifically, progress toward addressing mental health issues in the Target Area will be 

measured by comparing the rate of calls for service in the Target Area before and after 
Implementation.  Ideally, data from community mental health providers will be reconciled with the 
calls for service. The reconciliation, or compare/contrast, of these data sources should show that calls 
for law enforcement service that are swiftly connected to and address with the assistance of mental 
health providers (the case workers) reduces the number of calls for service.  The number of calls for 
service should be reduced because the case worker intervention will address all current and future 
reasons for a homeless individual in the Target Area to call for law enforcement assistance.   

 
The specific plan to address the intersection between crime and homelessness is tied to the 

finding that within the Target Area there are higher rates of crime occurring than in areas outside of 
the Target Area. This is coupled with the observation that there is a higher concentration of unhoused 
individuals that congregate within the Target Area and its Hot Spots.  A thorough dissection of this 
chronic crime hot spot suggested that the reported crimes are more likely to be homeless-associated 
crimes (property, drugs and nuisance) and the police calls for service are more likely to be homeless-
associated calls for service (mental health, substance abuse) as compared to other chronic crime hot 
spots in the city. To counter the negative implications of this juxtaposition of increased crime rates 
and the concentrated presence of our unhoused, Project HOPE will engage in both a geographically 
focused as well as person-focused effort to connect individuals that are unhoused that with 
individualized supportive services interventions designed to address the conditions within individual 
lives that lead to behaviors that contribute to instances of crime within the Target Area. In 
partnership with Wichita Police Department and Newman University as Project HOPE’s research 

2021 Crime Category by Homeless vs Housed Arrestees (Percentage) 
Crime Category Cases with Housed Arrestees Cases with Homeless Arrestees 
Assaultive Offense 71.61% 29.24% 
Burglary Offense 45.45% 54.55% 
Drug Offense 69.15% 33.22% 
Financial Offense 71.92% 28.77% 
Status Offense 52.55% 50.40% 
Grand Total 64.63% 37.75% 
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lead, the project’s team of social workers, case managers, and peer support specialist will identify 
unhoused known repeat offenders to focus resource on in an effort to address those underlying issues 
at the core of criminal behaviors. Not only will Project HOPE staff will also engage with those in the 
Target Area proactively by identifying homeless individuals within the Target Area that are willing 
to participate in programs and efforts to provide supportive services to alleviate behaviors that 
contribute to increased crime.  

  
• Resources that will be provided are: 

 
o Housing Vouchers 
o Employment/Job Training Opportunities 
o Other resources and services that will be identified through ongoing community 

partnership efforts and established partner programs and activities (i.e. The Salvation 
Army)  

It is estimated that the overall crime rates, measured using a 5-year baseline, will drop 
significantly during Implementation. Increased focus on the crime drivers is expected to depress the 
homeless-associated crime rates, and homeless-associated police calls for service, due to the 
intentional diversion of homeless away from the criminal justice system. Ideally, the overall number 
of homeless in the Area will also decrease as the availability and deployment of wrap- around social 
services are ensured in the event of a homeless-associated interaction with local law enforcement. In 
addition, utilizing the HOT Team’s homeless contact documentation system, the Project will identify 
and then monitor a cohort of homeless individuals who receive social service intervention during the 
Project’s timeframe and beyond (“homeless cohort study”).  This cohort will be tracked/monitored 
for at least 5 years, initially, in order to assess the efficacy of the social service interventions 
deployed in the Project.  Ideally, this population will reveal that there is a casual connection between 
the intervention of social services and the occurrence of homelessness.   

 
Progress toward addressing the parole/probationer saturation issues will be measured by 

finding the re-arrest/condition violations rate and homeless/housed status for known offenders in all 
crime categories in the Target Area.  Once this data is found and analyzed as part of the Project, then 
it will be compared to the same data during Implementation.  Notably, this Project will discover a 
reliable and credible source (i.e. data from the Kansas Department of Corrections, Sedgwick County 
Community Corrections and Wichita’s city probation department) and share it with all stakeholders.  
Thereafter, this data will be compared/contrasted with the arrest rate and parole/probation violation 
rate to ensure conditional release conditions are addressing the homeless variable. The case workers 
will be providing social support and community support for the first time in this area, and the 
Implementation of the case workers via Project Hope should show a reduction in the number of 
homeless conditional violators (i.e. parolees). In addition, the process of including the homeless 
concerns in the conditional release context should reduce the number of crimes in all categories. 
 

Finally, progress toward addressing the substance abuse issues in the homeless population 
will be measured by comparing/contrasting both Baselines for calls for service involving the 
homeless and the homeless drug crime arrest rates in the Target Area. Ideally, data of use by 
homeless in the Target Area, from drug evaluation and treatment providers in the community, will be 
acquired via the case workers.  This new source of data will them be compared to the homeless drug 
crime arrest rate to find the gap between use/abuse and arrest/rearrest for drug crimes.  Measuring in 
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this regard (including the variable of the amount substance abuse/use treatment by the homeless 
population during Implementation) should also reveal an overall reduction in the homeless arrest rate 
for all crimes in the Target Area. 
 

The archived data date from 2017 to 2022 and is organized using the Uniform Crime 
Reporting Index. Specifically, the WPD publishes data about Part I offenses in order to measure the 
level and scope of crime in Wichita, Kansas. Part I crimes include the following: Rape, Robbery, 
Aggravated Assault, Burglary, Larceny, Motor Vehicle Theft and Arson. 18 
 

The WPD also publishes Density Maps solely for Part I offenses within Beats in Wichita, 
Kansas. There are 39 Beats and the average size is just over four square miles, with the smallest 
being just under a mile and the largest about 16 square miles. 
 
 
Did the data analysis reveal any changes to the hot spots identified in the original grant 
proposal? If so, what changed and why? 
 

Figure 3 provides a comparative view the originally proposed Target Area. The initial data 
collection showed two notable trends/patterns occurring downtown: 

 
• First, homeless-related calls for service in the Target Area have been increasing for the past five-

years and increased specifically by 103.13% in the last 28 days of November 2021 as compared 
the to the 5-year average.  See Table 1.  The 103.13% increase in the Target Area (“Added Target 
Area”) in a mere 28 days compared the five year average absolutely demonstrates the need to 
deploy intervention strategies to divert homeless in the Target Area away from relying upon law 
enforcement for social service assistance.     
 

• Second, homeless drug offenders in the Target Area are more likely to be arrested than other 
 

18 https://ucr.fbi.gov/crime-in-the-u.s/2011/crime-in-the-u.s.-2011/offense-definition 

Original Target Area Updated Target Area 

Figure 3 

https://ucr.fbi.gov/crime-in-the-u.s/2011/crime-in-the-u.s.-2011/offense-definition
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types of offenders in the Target Area. Isolating for homeless status, and then comparing 
homeless/housed population arrest rates for different crime categories shows that for the 5-year 
Baseline the homeless were most likely to be arrest for a drug crime as compared to all other 
crime categories (262 arrests/1261 drug cases).  In addition, the 1-year Baseline reveals a similar 
pattern of homeless being arrested in the Target Area for drug crimes (98 arrests/295 cases) and, 
most importantly, shows a total arrest rate for the homeless of 37% for one year (2021) which is 
significantly higher than the 5-year homeless arrest rate of 23%.  In fact, the jump from 23% (5-
year) to 37% (1-year, most recent) of all of the criminal cases in the Target Area having a 
homeless arrestee suggests an increase in criminality in the homeless population in the Target 
Area.  And, research cited above suggests that targeting the drug crime homeless arrest rate will 
impact all crime homeless arrest rates.   
 

• Third, there are a significant percentage of offenders on conditional release (parole/probation) 
who are being deposited in the City of Wichita, as reported by the Kansas Department of 
Corrections, and currently these offenders are not being tracked using arrest rates and homeless 
status by any agency in Wichita (law enforcement and/or corrections).  Finding out exactly the 
total number of individuals in this unique population who are homeless and are arrested in all 
crime categories is important.  It is important because it will allow Project Hope to disrupt the 
criminal path by intervening in the homeless status (with social services, vouchers and case 
management) of chronic criminal offenders.   

 
       Combined, these findings support the selection of mental health, substance abuse and 
parolees/probationers as the crime drivers in the Target Area. 
 

The original Target Area did not coincide with a WPD Beat (i.e. geographical location within the 
City of Wichita) and required the creation of a new data set for Part I crimes in the OTD. In addition, 
the WPD has not systematically and/or historically collected data specific to homeless status. The 
absence of a systematic approach required the creation of a new data set to find “homeless related” 
crimes in the OTD. 
 

As stated above, the original Target Area was examined for crime rates, using the Uniform Crime 
Reports categories. During the October 2021 community meeting this map was shared and 
stakeholder feedback was captured. The data reports, as well as the focus group’s contribution, lead 
the revision of the boundaries of the effort’s Target Area to capture a more appropriate geographical 
area to examine the variables/drivers. 
 

The updated Target Area showed the following in support of proceeding with its inclusion in 
Project HOPE’s geographic boundary: 
 

1. The Original Target Area experienced an increase of 23.99% in Part I crimes during a year 
(11/15/20-11/15/21). The subset of Part I property crimes included a 22% increase. 

2. The Revised Target Area experienced an increase of 11.41% in Part I crimes during a last year 
(11/15/20-11/15/21). The subset of Part I property crimes included an 11.24% increase. 

3. The Original Target Area experienced an increase of 39% in homeless-related reports of 
criminal activity over the last five years. 

4. The Revised Target Area experienced an increase of 40% in homeless-related reports of 
criminal activity over the last five years. 
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5. The portion of the Original Target Area that was excluded from the Revised Target Area [See 
Attached Graph for Area Removed v. Area Added Crime Statistics] shows the homeless-
related criminal activity is comparatively increasing in the Revised Target Area.  
 

In addition to the above summary and ratios of Part I crimes, Part I property crimes and 
homeless-related reports of criminal activity in the Original and Revised Target Areas, all of the 
primary data is provided in Appendix C.   

 
The primary data includes, in relevant part, the total number of Part I crimes in the Original 

Target Area (925) in November 2021, and the total number of Part I crimes in the Revised Target 
Area (746) in November 2021. The primary data also shows the total number of Part I crimes in the 
Revised Target Area (742) in November 2021, and Original Target Area (666) in November 2020.   

 
Notably, the primary data similarly show the total number of Part 1 property crimes in both 

the Original and Revised Target Area (November 2020 & November 2021) as well as the total 
number of homeless-associated crimes for the same time period.  Combined, this primary data 
supports the above summaries and ratios showing that Part I crimes, Part I property crimes and 
homeless-associated crimes increased at a greater rate in the Revised Target Area.  
 
What are the social, economic, and environmental factors that could explain why crimes are 
taking place in the hot spot location(s)? 
 

Though there are growing efforts to uplift the positive qualities that downtown and its 
adjacent neighborhoods have to offer, there are other realities contained within the Target Area that 
have proven to be extremely challenging in uplifting a quality-of-life and public experience for all 
Wichitans. Though downtown Wichita has seen substantial growth in business, visitation, tourism, 
and new residential development, there are streets and intersections in the Target Area that have a 
long-standing reputation for violent crime, prostitution, drug offenses, and violent gang activity. A 
rise in concentrated homelessness and criminal activity, including violent crimes that involve the use 
of firearms is characteristic. Additionally, this area serves as the home of the Wichita Work Release 
Facility as well as a location where research shows that nearly 63% of all parolees in Kansas are 
released.19  
 

Crime statistics in the area reveal a mix of violent crimes, drug offenses, and vagrancy 
activity. The selected area is historically known for its disproportionally large population of 
unhoused individuals, parolees and mentally ill individuals. Three of the seven shelters in Wichita 
that serve persons experiencing homelessness are located downtown. Residents and businesses report 
frustrations with the unhoused population related to physical fighting, using and selling drugs, 
panhandling, and other vagrant crimes. The statistics also show that the Target Area has significantly 
higher Part I and Part II violent crimes and calls for service related to unhoused individuals than 
other areas of Wichita. The high concentration of these populations in the Target Area has 
necessarily created a hunting ground as these individuals are frequently prey for a variety of 
criminals. 

 

 
19 KSN.com, “Police: Parolees in Wichita to blame for rising crime.”, 
https://www.ksn.com/news/crime/police-parolees-in-wichita-to-blame-for-rising-crime/. 

https://www.doc.ks.gov/facilities/wwrf
https://www.doc.ks.gov/facilities/wwrf
https://www.ksn.com/news/crime/police-parolees-in-wichita-to-blame-for-rising-crime/
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In addition to the crime occurring in the Target area, Wichita has witnessed an increase in 
mental crises while simultaneously experiencing a decrease in capacity to provide services to address 
the growing need. This gap in the mental health system has led to exponential reliance upon the 
Wichita Police Department (WPD) officers, particularly the Homeless Outreach Team (HOT), to 
solely address mental health crisis in the Target Area. 
 

Overall, the City of Wichita has found that the presence of individuals loitering in public 
places and committing violent crimes within the Target Area contributes significantly to the blight in 
the Target Area and has created a justifiable fear for the safety of everyone and all of the personal 
and public property in the area. With the increased reliance on law enforcement to be the singular 
response to mental health crisis throughout the Target Area, WPD police officers are without the 
needed resources to ensure homeless individuals experiencing a mental health crisis are diverted 
away from the criminal justice system. This lack of resources appears to be a significant and credible 
driver of the high crime rates in the Target Area. 
 
What were the major findings from the initial data analysis? Include discussion around the 
following factors: 
 
Length of time of the specific crime problem(s); Spatial and temporal patterns of crime 
problem(s); Offenders and victims involved in the crime problem(s); Populations that 
disproportionately account for crime offenses or victimization; Physical and economic 
conditions that contribute to the occurrence of crime 
 

During the Planning Phase, the site was able to determine that each year in Wichita / 
Sedgwick County, Kansas, law enforcement officers respond to a variety of complex calls for service 
involving its homeless population. In fact, the most recent, annual point-in-time homeless count 
revealed approximately 690 homeless individuals and families.20 Significantly, in the last decade, the 
number of homeless individuals and families has increased approximately 25%.21 Police calls for 
service involving the homeless population are not equally or randomly distributed throughout the 
City of Wichita. Instead, just as the homeless population gravitates to a specific geographical area 
within Wichita, police calls for service involving the homeless population are concentrated in a 
specific area. That specific area of concentration, herein called the “Target Area,” is 1.3 square miles 
of downtown Wichita that is bounded by Waco St. to the West, St. Clair to the East, 10th St. to the 
North and Kellogg to the South. The Target Area includes the following features that make it a 
unique behavior setting for interactions between law enforcement and the homeless population: 
 

1. The Target Area is a high-poverty, economically distressed community within Wichita’s 
Qualified Opportunity Zones.22  
 

2. The Target Area has a poverty rate of approximately 31%, and a 50% lower median 
household income rate compared to the rest of Kansas.23  

 
20 The recent data from the point-in-time count administered by the United Way on February 23, 2022, which includes 
those that are unsheltered, sheltered and/or in temporary housing. 
21 The data from the point-in-time count administered by the United Way on January 25, 2012, showed approximately 
550 homeless individuals and families. 
22 https://www.wichita.gov/Economic/Pages/OZ.aspx 
23 https://opportunitydb.com/zones/20173004300/ 

https://www.wichita.gov/Economic/Pages/OZ.aspx
https://opportunitydb.com/zones/20173004300/
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3. The Kansas Department of Corrections’ only Work Release Facility is located in the Target 

Area, at 401 S. Emporia.24 The Facility has a capacity of 250 male inmates, and the inmates 
are permitted to leave confinement and work in the community. Recent reports show that 
Wichita is home to nearly 1,200 offenders on parole (compared to Kansas City, Kan., a city 
of similar size, which only has 91 parolees).25 In 2021, the Kansas Department of Corrections 
reported that approximately 593 parolees convicted of committing person felonies were living 
in Wichita/Sedgwick County, Kansas. The majority of this population have been/are placed at 
the Work Release Facility in the Target Area. Nearly 30% have re-offended.26  
 

4. Three temporary, overnight homeless shelters are located in the Target Area. The 
HumanKind Inn Homeless Shelter is at 320 East Central.27 St. Anthony Family Shelter is at 
256 Ohio.28 The Salvation Army Homeless Shelter at 350 N. Market.29  
 

5. One temporary, day homeless shelter is located in the Target Area. United Methodist Open 
Door is at 402 E. Second.30  
 

6. A convenience store, formerly a QuikTrip and currently a Jump Start, is located in the Target 
Area at the corner of Murdock and Broadway.31  

 
Within the Target Area, approximately 24% of the homeless police calls for service received 

by the Wichita Police Department result in an arrest.32 Also, according to the Wichita Police 
Department, homeless-related police calls for service in the Target Area have increased by at least 
25% in the past five years.33  
 

A detailed analysis of the Target Area reveals three important crime patterns. First, mental 
health crisis within the homeless population is connected to the increasing rate of police calls for 
service in the Target Area.34 Specifically, there is evidence that approximately 20% of all police calls 
for service involve a mental health crisis.35 Within the Target Area, there are a significant number of 
homeless–related police calls for service that involve ‘disturbance,’ ‘welfare’ and/or ‘EMS’ services. 
By definition, these police calls for service are indicative of a mental health crisis in the homeless 
population and, because these police calls for service result in an arrest approximately 24% of the 
time, it is reasonable to conclude that homeless individuals experiencing mental health crisis have a 
high probability of arrest. 
 

 
24 https://www.doc.ks.gov/facilities/wwrf 
25 https://www.kwch.com/2021/12/08/deadly-stabbing-raises-questions-about-parolee-dumping-wichita/ 
26 https://www.kake.com/story/45871330/parolee-crime-trends 
27 https://www.humankindwichita.org/ 
28 https://www.catholiccharitieswichita.org/saint-anthony-family-shelter/ 
29 https://centralusa.salvationarmy.org/wichita/homeless-services/ 
30 https://umopendoor.org/ 
31 https://www.kwch.com/2022/06/14/jump-start-reopen-now-closed-quiktrip-murdock-broadway/ 
32 The recent data shows a 24% rate of arrest for homeless in the Target Area. See Table 2. 
33 See Table 1, which shows the calls for service rate in the Target Area compared to the prior area examined. 
34 https://online.maryville.edu/blog/mental-health-and-criminal-justice/ 
35 https://www.apa.org/monitor/2021/07/emergency- 
responses#:~:text=It's%20estimated%20that%20at%20least,officials%20conducted%20by%20Michael% 20C. 

https://www.doc.ks.gov/facilities/wwrf
https://www.kwch.com/2021/12/08/deadly-stabbing-raises-questions-about-parolee-dumping-wichita/
https://www.kake.com/story/45871330/parolee-crime-trends
https://www.humankindwichita.org/
https://www.catholiccharitieswichita.org/saint-anthony-family-shelter/
https://centralusa.salvationarmy.org/wichita/homeless-services/
https://umopendoor.org/
https://www.kwch.com/2022/06/14/jump-start-reopen-now-closed-quiktrip-murdock-broadway/
https://online.maryville.edu/blog/mental-health-and-criminal-justice/
https://www.apa.org/monitor/2021/07/emergency-responses#%3A%7E%3Atext%3DIt%27s%20estimated%20that%20at%20least%2Cofficials%20conducted%20by%20Michael%20C
https://www.apa.org/monitor/2021/07/emergency-responses#%3A%7E%3Atext%3DIt%27s%20estimated%20that%20at%20least%2Cofficials%20conducted%20by%20Michael%20C
https://www.apa.org/monitor/2021/07/emergency-responses#%3A%7E%3Atext%3DIt%27s%20estimated%20that%20at%20least%2Cofficials%20conducted%20by%20Michael%20C
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Second, substance abuse disorders within the homeless population are connected to the 
increasing rates of drug crimes in the Target Area. Specifically, in the Target Area a homeless drug 
offender is more likely to be arrested than any other type of homeless offender. This arrest rate 
disparity evidences that locally there is a stereotype that the homeless population are all alcoholics or 
drug abusers and that law enforcement should criminalize substance abuse disorders.36  
 

It is important to observe that “homeless people with both substance disorders and mental 
illness experience additional obstacles to recovery, such as increased risk for violence and 
victimization and frequent cycling between the streets, jails and emergency rooms (Fisher and Roget, 
2009).”37 In sum, it is evident that mental health and substance abuse are crime drivers in the Target 
Area that must be addressed. 
 

Finally, the extraordinary concentration of convicted offenders on conditional release in the 
Target Area is connected to the escalating crime rates in the Target Area.38 As stated above, the sole 
work release facility in Kansas is located in the Target Area and a massive number of parolees are 
released in Wichita by the Kansas Department of Corrections. State parolees, and most local and 
nonlocal probationers, clearly gravitate to the Target Area because it houses the sole homeless day 
shelter, several homeless overnight shelters and many homeless service providers. The evidence 
suggests this population has a high probability of being homeless and committing crimes, often 
connecting criminal behavior to their homelessness.39  
 

“A 2007 study by the Colorado-based Piton Foundation found that 36.7 percent of prisoners 
released on parole in the Denver area were homeless or living in temporary housing such as shelters 
or motels. And even that number may be low. “This statistic is limited because it only takes into 
consideration people released [on parole] from state prison,” said Christie Donner, executive director 
of the Colorado Criminal Justice Reform Coalition. The Piton study also found that 48 percent of 
parolees who violated parole said finding a place to live was one of their ‘biggest problems.’”40  
 

Combined, the unique features of the Target Area support the selection of mental health, 
substance abuse and offenders on conditional release as the crime drivers in the Target Area. To 
address the nature and impact of these crime drivers, the current best evidence supports the selection 
of three multi-faceted strategies for the Target Area: 
 

1. Creating a standing group of a diverse range of leaders representing community service 
providers, law enforcement, academia and governmental agencies dedicated to addressing the 
most pressing and challenging issues involving the criminality of the homeless population in 
the Target Area (Leadership Council)41; 
 

 
36 https://www.va.gov/HOMELESS/nchav/resources/docs/mental-health/substance-abuse/Substance- Abuse-and-
Homelessness-508.pdf 
37 https://www.va.gov/HOMELESS/nchav/resources/docs/mental-health/substance-abuse/Substance- Abuse-and-
Homelessness-508.pdf 
38  https://popcenter.asu.edu/content/monitoring-offenders-conditional-release-page-3 
39 https://csgjusticecenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/CSGJC_Field-Notes_The-Role-of-Probation- and-
Parole_50873.pdf 
40 https://www.prisonlegalnews.org/news/2010/feb/15/homelessness-a-significant-problem-for-released- prisoners/ 
41 The Leadership Council will be modeled after the Violent Crime Working Group. https://counciloncj.org/violent-
crime-working-group/ 

https://www.va.gov/HOMELESS/nchav/resources/docs/mental-health/substance-abuse/Substance-Abuse-and-Homelessness-508.pdf
https://www.va.gov/HOMELESS/nchav/resources/docs/mental-health/substance-abuse/Substance-Abuse-and-Homelessness-508.pdf
https://www.va.gov/HOMELESS/nchav/resources/docs/mental-health/substance-abuse/Substance-Abuse-and-Homelessness-508.pdf
https://www.va.gov/HOMELESS/nchav/resources/docs/mental-health/substance-abuse/Substance-Abuse-and-Homelessness-508.pdf
https://www.va.gov/HOMELESS/nchav/resources/docs/mental-health/substance-abuse/Substance-Abuse-and-Homelessness-508.pdf
https://www.va.gov/HOMELESS/nchav/resources/docs/mental-health/substance-abuse/Substance-Abuse-and-Homelessness-508.pdf
https://popcenter.asu.edu/content/monitoring-offenders-conditional-release-page-3
https://csgjusticecenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/CSGJC_Field-Notes_The-Role-of-Probation-and-Parole_50873.pdf
https://csgjusticecenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/CSGJC_Field-Notes_The-Role-of-Probation-and-Parole_50873.pdf
https://csgjusticecenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/CSGJC_Field-Notes_The-Role-of-Probation-and-Parole_50873.pdf
https://www.prisonlegalnews.org/news/2010/feb/15/homelessness-a-significant-problem-for-released-prisoners/
https://www.prisonlegalnews.org/news/2010/feb/15/homelessness-a-significant-problem-for-released-prisoners/
https://counciloncj.org/violent-crime-working-group/
https://counciloncj.org/violent-crime-working-group/
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2. Hiring multiple social workers to provide standard case management, assertive community 
treatment and critical time intervention through standing partnerships between law 
enforcement, community service providers and governmental service providers; 
 

3. Delivering education and educational resources to all stakeholders in the Target Area, 
including training law enforcement officers and resident/business owners on how to identify 
who is at most risk of homelessness and how to identify their specific housing and behavioral 
needs.42  

 
The success of the three strategies will be measured using established Baselines from the last 

five years of criminal activity (1) and the year immediately prior to Implementation (2) in the Target 
Area. As stated above, It will be monitored at 6 weeks intervals. 
 

Specifically, the criminal behavior of the homeless will be evaluated using five broad categories 
of crime.43 The crime categories have been used to sort the existing Classification and Code system 
that is employed by the Wichita Police Department. No Traffic violations, Accidents, Animals, 
Suicides, Parenting violations or Lost/Found reports are included. 

 
1. BURGLARY OFFENSES: Burglary [505-530]; 

 
2. ASSAULTIVE OFFENSES: Homicide [100-130]; Rape [210-215]; Robbery; [310- 

382]; Aggravated Assault/Battery [405-490]; Simple Assault/Battery [810-845]; 
Intimidation Offenses [850-853]; Human Trafficking [1335-1370]; Sex Offenses [1405- 
1499]; Offenses Against Family/Children [1515-1599]; Stalking [1905 & 1906 & 1910]; 
Arson [2600-2605]; Kidnapping [2615]; Aggravated kidnapping [2614]; Unlawful 
restraint [2618]; Blackmail [2665]; Trespass DV [2667]. 
 

3. DRUG OFFENSES: Drug/Narcotic Law Violations [1601-1653]; Liquor Law Violations 
[1710-1790]; Driving Under the Influence [2210]; Cereal Malt Beverage [2692]; 
Cigarette/Tobacco [2695]; 
 

4. FINANCIAL OFFENSES: Larceny [620A-691]; Motor Vehicle Theft [720]; 
Forgery/Counterfeiting [920-940]; Embezzlement [1010-1020]; Fraud [1030-1080]; 
Stolen Property [1110]; Vandalism [2670-2679] 

5. STATUS OFFENSES: Weapons Violations [1203-1295]; Disorderly Conduct [1920- 
1945]; Vagrancy [2030-2040]; Gambling [2110-2190]; Resist/obstruct [2610]; False 
Police Report [2619]; Trespass [2697]; Nuisance [2698]. 

 
Notably, while the homeless as a whole engage in relatively high levels of all types of criminal 

activity, for many this is an adaptive response to dealing with severely limited resource. Therefore, as 
the strategies being deployed increase homeless access to resources in the Target Area, the levels of 
criminal activity measured against the baselines will show reductions as stated above in response to 
the strategies identified above.  

 

 
42 https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_reports/RRA108-6.html 
43 https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED269713.pdf 

https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_reports/RRA108-6.html
https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED269713.pdf
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Finally, the intervention strategies will also result in a reduction of the overall number of 
homeless in Wichita. 

 
Were any community and/or business surveys conducted during the Planning Phase? What 
trends were identified as a result of the community and/or business surveys? If trends were 
identified, were they different from those identified in the grant proposal? Was resource 
mapping conducted? Did the results of the survey capture community perceptions of 
neighborhood safety and law enforcement? Did your BCJI site use the results of the survey to 
narrow the scope of the project? 
 

As noted earlier, the BCJI model is framed by four core elements inclusive of core Element 3 
(Building Trust, Partnerships, and Capacity) and Element 4 (Community-Oriented). The Core 
Planning Team has been actively involved in putting these elements into practice and application. 
Recognizing that there was no one agency that could effectively accomplish these goals alone, the 
following internal to the City of Wichita and external partners engaged with the planning table to 
explore ways to advance the goals of Project HOPE: 
 

 
• 2nd Chance Beginnings 
• 2nd Chance Living 
• Breakthrough/ESS 
• Community Advocates (non-affiliated) 
• Dorothy’s Lane 
• Family Promise 
• Guadalupe Clinic 
• Historic Midtown Citizens Association 
• Housing and Community Services Department, City of Wichita 
• HumanKind Ministries 
• ICT Community Fridge 
• ICT Street Team 
• Kansas Department of Corrections 
• LANGE 
• Mental Health and Substance Abuse Coalition 
• Morrow & Co. LLC CPAs 
• Neighborhood Residents 

Image 1 
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• Newman University 
• Salvation Army 
• Sedgwick County Commission 
• ShowerUp 
• Two Men And A Truck 
• Union Rescue Mission 
• United States Attorney’s Office-District of Kansas 
• United Way of the Plains 
• Wichita Police Department 
• Wichita State University Community Engagement Institute - Old Town 
• Workforce Alliance of South-Central Kansas 
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In both October 2021 and again in December 2021, community members representing the 
organizations above listed above registered to join the Core Planning Team both in person and 
virtually to learn about the City of Wichita’s efforts apply for, plan, and implement Project HOPE. 
During these community engagement gatherings, attendees contributed their concerns, thoughts, 
ideas, and suggestions on how Project HOPE can be utilized to improve the identified Target Area. 
During these community brainstorming sessions, four (4) guiding questions were posed to gain 
collective thought from these community participants on their sentiments pertaining to the Target 
Area. Generalized sentiments of the participants can be found in Appendix D and Appendix E. 
 

After receiving this input from two community meetings the team reevaluated the crime 
statistics and concluded that the area west of St. Clair to Washington incorporated a crime Hot Spot 
but that the hot spot was unrelated to homelessness. Interventions planned for this project would have 
little impact on crimes in that area. In addition, the data showed that more relevant crime was 
happening north of Murdock and that incorporating that area would be more appropriate. Based on 
that information, there was a recommendation to change the Target Area to the 1.3 square miles of 
the downtown Wichita area bounded by Waco St. to the West, St. Clair to the East, 10th St. To the 
North and Kellogg to the South. This is a high-poverty area that falls within two of the city’s 
Qualified Opportunity Zones. 
 
What new partners were identified and brought in to fill identified gaps and expand response 
capabilities? 
 

In addition to the plan to hire/contract with focused staff (Grant Coordinator and Case 
Workers) to advance efforts, the HCSD and WPD partnered with a variety of formal and informal 
organizations to ensure a comprehensive partnership was created for the project. Key partner 
organizations include the following: City of Wichita Council; Newman University; WorkForce 
Alliance; United Methodist Open Door; Substance Abuse Center of Kansas; Emprise Bank; Key 
Construction; Lane Enterprises (McDonalds); WaterWalk; The United States Attorney’s Office; 
project Safe Neighborhoods; project Guardian; and the National Public Safety Partnerships. 
 

During the planning period, the HCSD has secured a Grant Coordinator to support and 
manage planning efforts. In addition, the group has secured Wichita City Council authorization to 
hire dedicated Case Workers to for the effort once the project officially enters implementation. 
 
Were any challenges encountered during the Planning Phase? If so, how were they addressed? 
Did the challenge(s) impact the goals or scope of the project? 
 

Once informed of the award, though the City of Wichita’s team worked diligently to formally 
secure its Project HOPE Core Planning Team as well as partners, daily implications of COVID-19 
and its impact within both the community as well as the functioning and priority focus within City 
Hall did contribute to a slowed process of being able to fully engage both with our internal team 
members, external partners, and the community in general. Despite community shutdowns, 
widespread transitions to remote work requirements, priority focus on public safety related to 
COVID-19 both internally and externally within the city, the project’s team leads continued in efforts 
to move forward in the planning efforts for Project HOPE. But the ability to galvanize team and 
community members during the latter half of 2020 and the beginning of 2021 did serve to slow the 
progress the team was able to make. 
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Once COVID-19 protocols were consistent, the Core Planning Team has maintained a 

consistent meeting schedule for its members to share updates and develop core project strategies. Our 
research partner in collaboration with not only WPD, but key community partners has worked to 
update project data as well as our target area map to align with the hot spots the project will focus on. 
Our team continues to work with local law enforcement to identify crime hot spot within the target 
area and consider how Project HOPE can best be mobilized to decrease those instances. project 
leadership has received City Council approval for the hiring of project staff. The Core Planning 
Team has now named and activated the Project HOPE Leadership Council, which is comprised of 15 
community stakeholders who are committed to making a difference through the work of the project. 
This team has been able to host community engagement sessions to solicit community perspective 
and feedback on the goals, objectives, and proposed approaches for Project HOPE. (Feedback 
captured can be found in Appendix F and Appendix G) Additionally, the core planning team, through 
the engagement of the Leadership Council, worked to build a collaborative synergy with other 
community efforts taking place within our target area geared to have impact. 

 
Because of the initial delay due to COVID-19, the City of Wichita did request a no-cost 

extension for an additional 12 months so that the local site can recoup time that was lost due to the 
factors noted above in order submit an accurate budget and project timeline in this plan. With an 
extension, the additional time will be utilized for deepening community engagement efforts, 
providing additional time for dedicated case management for our homeless clients, securing 
permanent supportive housing for more homeless individuals, and furthering community partnerships 
to increase the likelihood of the sustainability of the project’s efforts. Absent of the requested 
extension, this site will have to expedite the expenditure of awarded funds, without the opportunity to 
advance the work through a more realistic timeframe that would allow for a more strategic, 
thoughtful, and planful approach to strengthen Project HOPE’s planning efforts and its ability to 
have true community impact. 

 
Though the request was submitted to the BJA during the month of May 2022, due to policy 

stipulations it was determined that it was too early to approve a no cost extension for the site. In 
follow-up with BJA, this site was instructed to still craft the Site Action Plan with the extended 
timeline and to reapply for the extension closer to the current grant end date. It is this sites intention 
to formally reapply at that later date during the month of August 2023. 
 
Implementation Phase – Response 
 
Based on the Planning Phase activities and assessment, what are the specific Action Plan goals 
and objectives? 
 
To address the three crime drivers, the Action Plans goals are as follows: 
 
(1) To decrease the homeless-associated crime rate in the Target Area and casually link the decrease 

to the Intervention strategies by comparing/contrasting the 5-year and 1-year baselines to 
monthly and annual analysis. 

(2) To maintain a reduction in the homeless-associated crime rate in the Target Area during 
Implementation and for at least 5-years thereafter. 
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(3) To decrease the homeless-associated calls for police service in the Target Area and casually link 
the decrease to the Intervention strategies by comparing/contrasting the 5-year and 1-year 
baselines to monthly and annual analysis. 

(4) To maintain a reduction in the homeless-associated calls for police service in the Target Area 
during Implementation and for at least 5-years thereafter. 

(5) To reduce the number of unhoused individuals in the Target Area during Implementation and for 
at least 5-years thereafter. 

 
The objectives are, in sum, to provide social service intervention to the homeless population in 

the Target Area that can be casually linked to changes (i.e. decreases) in the variable identified 
above. Social service intervention in the form of case workers, housing vouchers, a leadership 
council and education of all stakeholders will disrupt, and eventually halt, the reliance and 
dependence on the criminal justice system to address homelessness in the Target Area. 

 
Implementation Goals and Objectives are also captured in Appendix H. 

 
What specific strategies will your BCJI project employ to achieve the Action Plan goals and 
objectives? 
 
During Implementation, the Project HOPE Core Planning Team will engage in activities that will 
serve to advance the goal and objectives of Project HOPE in the Target Area. Collaborative 
initiatives identified are: 
 
• Hiring of Case Workers, Peer Navigators, and/or Interns to engage in day-to-day supportive 

activities to advance Project HOPE’s objectives in providing personalized supportive services to 
those who are experiencing homelessness within the Target Area. This strategy will create two 
multi-functional teams each comprised of a bachelor’s or master’s level social worker/case 
worker, a social work intern from either Wichita State University (WSU) or Newman 
University’s social work program, a peer support specialist (someone with lived experience with 
homelessness), and a representative from Project HOPE’s workforce development partners 
Workforce Alliance or Goodwill.  Each team will work with 30 individuals coming from 
homelessness.  The team will provide assistance gathering documentation and paperwork 
necessary to obtain a Homeless Preference Voucher, assistance locating a unit, assistance 
obtaining household goods, and assistance moving.  The caseworker will evaluate each 
individual’s needs for mental health or substance abuse counseling, financial management, 
transportation, food security, medical, job training, and other housing stability needs.  The team 
will work to connect each individual with resources to address their needs and barriers as well as 
serving as a contact point for landlords and other service providers. 
 

• Utilization of the City of Wichita’s Housing Choice Voucher Program (HCVP) in the provision 
of housing and supportive wrap-around services for identified persons currently experiencing 
homelessness within the Target Area. This strategy partners Project HOPE with the Wichita 
Housing Authority (WHA). WHA will provide 60 participants with Housing Choice Voucher so 
long as they meet the eligibility requirements.  For individuals who do not meet eligibility 
requirements for a HCV due to regulatory restrictions such as being on a lifetime sex offender 
registrant or they do not have eligible immigration status, the City of Wichita/Sedgwick County 
Housing First Program will provide rent and utility assistance. 
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• Creation of the official Project HOPE website that will serve as an information clearinghouse for 

the public to obtain information about the effort and communicate interest in joining the effort. 
This marketing effort will target residents, businesses, service providers, neighborhood groups, 
and Project HOPE resource participants. The website will include the following information: 

 
 Project HOPE Overview 
 About / History 
 Leadership Council 

• List of Members and Meeting Dates 
 Project HOPE Community Updates 
 How to Get Involved 
 Contact Us 

 
• In addition, the Core Planning Team will continue to utilize the voice of the established Project 

HOPE Leadership Council to determine how the effort will engage in meaningful ways with a 
diversity of community stakeholders who are invested in the wellbeing of Target Area. Through 
the project’s ongoing data collection and evaluation efforts, members of the Newman University 
Data Team, Wichita Police Department, and the City of Wichita’s Housing and Community 
Development Department will work closely with this group. 
 

• Engagement in community outreach meetings with various stakeholder groups such as 
businesses, residents, and the unhoused population. These meetings will continue to provide 
additional opportunities for stakeholders to be involved with Project HOPE. 
 

• Planning community engagement activities designed to bring the neighbors, service providers, 
and businesses of the area together to better understand how each can produce change, positivity, 
and wider community engagement within the Target Area. 
 

What was the decision-making process of the cross-sector partners or Core Planning Team 
leadership to address the specific Action Plan goals? 
 

Decisions are made by majority vote for both cross-sector partners or Core Planning Team 
leadership to address the specific Action Plan goals 
 
Does each objective have a responsible party clearly assigned? 
 

Yes, please see Appendix H. 
 
What crime drivers were prioritized for Implementation Phase response strategies? 
 

A detailed analysis of the Target Area revealed three important crime patterns. First, mental 
health crisis within the homeless population is connected to the increasing rate of police calls for 
service in the Target Area.44 Specifically, there is evidence that approximately 20% of all police calls 

 
44 https://online.maryville.edu/blog/mental-health-and-criminal-justice/ 

https://online.maryville.edu/blog/mental-health-and-criminal-justice/
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for service involve a mental health crisis.45 Within the Target Area, there are a significant number of 
homeless–related police calls for service that involve ‘disturbance,’ ‘welfare’ and/or ‘EMS’ services. 
By definition, these police calls for service are indicative of a mental health crisis in the homeless 
population and, because these police calls for service result in an arrest approximately 24% of the 
time, it is reasonable to conclude that homeless individuals experiencing mental health crisis have a 
high probability of arrest. 
 

Second, substance abuse disorders within the homeless population are connected to the 
increasing rates of drug crimes in the Target Area. Specifically, in the Target Area a homeless drug 
offender is more likely to be arrested than any other type of homeless offender. This arrest rate 
disparity evidences that locally there is a stereotype that the homeless population are all alcoholics or 
drug abusers and that law enforcement should criminalize substance abuse disorders.46  
 

It is important to observe that “homeless people with both substance disorders and mental illness 
experience additional obstacles to recovery, such as increased risk for violence and victimization and 
frequent cycling between the streets, jails and emergency rooms (Fisher and Roget, 2009).”47  
 

In sum, it is evident that mental health and substance abuse are crime drivers in the Target Area 
that must be addressed. 
 

Finally, the extraordinary concentration of convicted offenders on conditional release in the 
Target Area is connected to the escalating crime rates in the Target Area.48 As stated above, the sole 
work release facility in Kansas is located in the Target Area and a massive number of parolees are 
released in Wichita by the Kansas Department of Corrections. State parolees, and most local and 
nonlocal probationers, clearly gravitate to the Target Area because it houses the sole homeless day 
shelter, several homeless overnight shelters and many homeless service providers. The evidence 
suggests this population has a high probability of being homeless and committing crimes, often 
connecting criminal behavior to their homelessness.49  
 

“A 2007 study by the Colorado-based Piton Foundation found that 36.7 percent of prisoners 
released on parole in the Denver area were homeless or living in temporary housing such as shelters 
or motels. And even that number may be low. “This statistic is limited because it only takes into 
consideration people released [on parole] from state prison,” said Christie Donner, executive director 
of the Colorado Criminal Justice Reform Coalition. The Piton study also found that 48 percent of 
parolees who violated parole said finding a place to live was one of their ‘biggest problems.’”50  
 
Combined, the unique features of the Target Area support the selection of mental health, substance 
abuse and offenders on conditional release as the crime drivers in the Target Area. 

 
45 https://www.apa.org/monitor/2021/07/emergency- 
responses#:~:text=It's%20estimated%20that%20at%20least,officials%20conducted%20by%20Michael% 20C. 
46  https://www.va.gov/HOMELESS/nchav/resources/docs/mental-health/substance-abuse/Substance- Abuse-and-
Homelessness-508.pdf 
47 https://www.va.gov/HOMELESS/nchav/resources/docs/mental-health/substance-abuse/Substance- Abuse-and-
Homelessness-508.pdf 
48 https://popcenter.asu.edu/content/monitoring-offenders-conditional-release-page-3 
49 https://csgjusticecenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/CSGJC_Field-Notes_The-Role-of-Probation- and-
Parole_50873.pdf 
50 https://www.prisonlegalnews.org/news/2010/feb/15/homelessness-a-significant-problem-for-released- prisoners/ 

https://www.apa.org/monitor/2021/07/emergency-responses#%3A%7E%3Atext%3DIt%27s%20estimated%20that%20at%20least%2Cofficials%20conducted%20by%20Michael%20C
https://www.apa.org/monitor/2021/07/emergency-responses#%3A%7E%3Atext%3DIt%27s%20estimated%20that%20at%20least%2Cofficials%20conducted%20by%20Michael%20C
https://www.apa.org/monitor/2021/07/emergency-responses#%3A%7E%3Atext%3DIt%27s%20estimated%20that%20at%20least%2Cofficials%20conducted%20by%20Michael%20C
https://www.va.gov/HOMELESS/nchav/resources/docs/mental-health/substance-abuse/Substance-Abuse-and-Homelessness-508.pdf
https://www.va.gov/HOMELESS/nchav/resources/docs/mental-health/substance-abuse/Substance-Abuse-and-Homelessness-508.pdf
https://www.va.gov/HOMELESS/nchav/resources/docs/mental-health/substance-abuse/Substance-Abuse-and-Homelessness-508.pdf
https://www.va.gov/HOMELESS/nchav/resources/docs/mental-health/substance-abuse/Substance-Abuse-and-Homelessness-508.pdf
https://www.va.gov/HOMELESS/nchav/resources/docs/mental-health/substance-abuse/Substance-Abuse-and-Homelessness-508.pdf
https://www.va.gov/HOMELESS/nchav/resources/docs/mental-health/substance-abuse/Substance-Abuse-and-Homelessness-508.pdf
https://popcenter.asu.edu/content/monitoring-offenders-conditional-release-page-3
https://csgjusticecenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/CSGJC_Field-Notes_The-Role-of-Probation-and-Parole_50873.pdf
https://csgjusticecenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/CSGJC_Field-Notes_The-Role-of-Probation-and-Parole_50873.pdf
https://csgjusticecenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/CSGJC_Field-Notes_The-Role-of-Probation-and-Parole_50873.pdf
https://www.prisonlegalnews.org/news/2010/feb/15/homelessness-a-significant-problem-for-released-prisoners/
https://www.prisonlegalnews.org/news/2010/feb/15/homelessness-a-significant-problem-for-released-prisoners/
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What is the evidence or research base that supports the selected strategies? 
 

To address the nature and impact of these crime drivers, the current best evidence supports the 
selection of three multi-faceted strategies for the Target Area: 
 

(1) Creating a standing group of a diverse range of leaders representing community service 
providers, law enforcement, academia and governmental agencies dedicated to addressing the 
most pressing and challenging issues involving the criminality of the homeless population in 
the Target Area (Leadership Council)51; 
 

(2) Hiring multiple social workers to provide standard case management, assertive community 
treatment and critical time intervention through standing partnerships between law 
enforcement, community service providers and governmental service providers; 

 
(3) Delivering education and educational resources to all stakeholders in the Target Area, 

including training law enforcement officers and resident/business owners on how to identify 
who is at most risk of homelessness and how to identify their specific housing and behavioral 
needs.52  

 
The success of the three strategies will be measured using an established baseline from the last 

five years of activity in the Target Area. It will be monitored at 6 weeks intervals. 
Specifically, the criminal behavior of the homeless will be evaluated using five broad categories of 
crime.53 The crime categories have been used to sort the existing Classification and Code system that 
is employed by the Wichita Police Department. No Traffic violations, Accidents, Animals, Suicides, 
Parenting violations or Lost/Found reports are included. 
 
Would the selected strategies be considered innovative (i.e., tailoring established strategies or 
employing new approaches to meet community needs)? 
 

The inclusion of SafeNight, to create an educational program for this Project, is innovative. 
SafeNight does not report having worked with a team exclusively on homeless concerns and issues 
previously, and therefore this Project will provide evidence to support new approaches the city’s 
needs. 
 
How will these strategies bolster police-community relations and enhance community trust? 
 

Diverting the homeless away from the criminal justice system will improve police- 
community relations. Fear and misunderstanding about the role of law enforcement will be 
eliminated, ideally, through the incorporation of social services and education into the Target Area. 

 
 
Did you create a chart that shows how each implementation strategy supports the goals and 

 
51 The Leadership Council will be modeled after the Violent Crime Working Group. https://counciloncj.org/violent-
crime-working-group/ 
52 https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_reports/RRA108-6.html 
53 https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED269713.pdf 

https://counciloncj.org/violent-crime-working-group/
https://counciloncj.org/violent-crime-working-group/
https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_reports/RRA108-6.html
https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED269713.pdf
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objectives of your BCJI project? 
 
Yes, see Appendix H. 
 
How will community members be engaged throughout the Implementation Phase? 
 

   As Project HOPE transitions from Planning, the Core Planning Team in collaboration with the 
15-member Leadership Council plans to actively engage in partnerships and activities to support 
officially entering into project Implementation. 
 

  Project HOPE will advance its efforts through impactful and strategic organizational 
partnerships with the following entities: 
 
Wichita Police Department (WPD) 
 

   The Wichita Police Department's mission is "Working in partnership with our community to 
deliver exceptional police services with professionalism and fairness." WPD’s Strategic Goals are: 
 
• Build honest and open internal and external relationships through open communication, inclusion 

and trust. 
• Implement industry standards to obtain and maintain infrastructure that addresses rapidly 

changing needs. 
• Develop innovative approaches to prevent and reduce crime. 
• Create a flexible workforce that addresses community needs and enhances employee morale 

through training and health and wellness programming. 
 

Through Project HOPE, WPD will have the opportunity to utilize specialty units as available to 
concentrate enforcement efforts within the Target Area. These units may be utilized at varying times 
and days to proactively address crime trends as dictated by statistical data derived from the 
department’s Crime Linkage Unit. The philosophy is to use the crime triangle model which identifies 
three factors that create a criminal offense; the victim, the offender, and the location. 
The model suggests if you can address and remove any one of the three factors the triangle collapses 
and the crime does not occur. It is worth focusing efforts on the location, using Crime Prevention 
Through Environmental Design (CPTED), nuisance abatement, and proactive patrol/enforcement. 
The focus area should be considered a repeat place (or hot spot) involving different offenders and 
different targets interacting at the same place. These efforts, in conjunction with community 
engagement, will likely impact all three factors, particularly location or “place”. These units may 
include Community Response Teams from both the Patrol South and Patrol North bureaus who 
typically work late afternoon through mid-overnight hours. This may also include the Broadway 
Corridor Team whose area of focus is three blocks both East and West of Broadway, and would 
include the entire project area from Kellogg to 10th St North. This team typically works late morning 
through late evening and spends 70% of their time as a bike unit. Other teams to consider would be 
Community Policing teams from both the North and South bureaus who typically work early 
morning through late afternoon. The CRT and BCT teams are generally more focused on 
enforcement of drug related and violent crimes while CP teams are generally more focused on 
statistical data, prevention and awareness efforts, and community engagement. The Special 
Investigations Bureau (SIB) may also be utilized for a variety of drug and vice related crimes in the 

https://www.wichita.gov/WPD/Pages/default.aspx
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focus area providing an undercover element along with Confidential Informants (CI). 
 

Additionally, it may be expected that large scale and/or long-term operations may be conducted 
in conjunction with other agencies, including county, other metropolitan, state, and federal. During 
these larger scale projects enforcement may occur in the focus area of Project HOPE. Working in 
tandem with the Project HOPE Data Team, data can be made accessible to put into perspective how 
this enforcement is impacting area crime. 
 

Finally, the Wichita Police Department may utilize its partnerships with other internal city 
departments such as such as Public Works and the Metro Area Building Construction Department to 
assist in code enforcement and/or cleanup efforts related to nuisance properties, abandoned 
structures, and debris removal. 
 
Goodwill Industries of Kansas, Inc. 
 

Goodwill Industries of Kansas, Inc.'s mission is to provide opportunities to people with 
disabilities and barriers to employment seeking independent and productive lives. This is done 
through a social enterprise model that incorporates donated goods retail thrift stores in 18 locations 
as a job creator and revenue source for mission services. 
 

Mission services include NexStep Alliance (a partnership between Goodwill and WSU Tech) 
- an adult education program where students can earn their high school diploma or learn the English 
language, and attend technical college courses resulting in an industry-recognized credential. A 
subset program, NexStep Unlocked, provides a structured and supportive pathway to employment for 
individuals exiting the criminal justice system. NexStep Unlocked provides life skills training, 
supported college classes, drug and alcohol counseling, mentorship, financial training, and 
employment assistance. 
 

Another Goodwill of Kansas mission service is the Goodwill LearnIT program. This digital 
skills training program features no cost, on-site digital skills training for employers and their teams. 
Employers with little extra space for training are offered use of our LearnIT lab at no cost, an 
internet-capable classroom on wheels featuring full training amenities, allowing our trainers to work 
with employers of any size. 
 

Goodwill continues its long tradition of serving individuals with intellectual and 
developmental disabilities through our Day Services and Contracts program along with community 
employment for those with disabilities. Day Services provides a managed learning environment 
where clients can socialize and learn new skills. Contract services establishes assembly contracts 
with area business and employs job-ready clients and individuals with barriers to employment. These 
positions pay above minimum wage and are fully supported by case management, Direct Support 
Professionals and Employment Specialists. 
 

Through Project HOPE, Goodwill Industries of Kansas has committed to support the 
project’s workforce development efforts through focused attention on and program access to the 
population of individuals within the Target Area. 
 
Workforce Centers of South Central Kansas (Workforce Alliance) 

https://goodwillks.org/
https://www.nexstepalliance.org/
https://goodwillks.org/2018/03/13/goodwill-to-mobilize-learn-it-digital-skills-lab/
https://workforce-ks.com/
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The mission of Workforce Alliance is: Growing the regional economy through a skilled 

workforce as informed by its vision of “Supporting and advancing a competitive 
workforce in South Central Kansas.” The Workforce Centers of South Central Kansas are a one- stop 
resource for job seekers and employers. At the Workforce Centers jobseekers will find the tools and 
training needed to build successful careers, and employers will find help with their hiring, training, or 
human resources needs. Because many local, state, and federal organizations help provide these 
valuable services, most are available free of charge. 
 
Agency programs include (not limited to): 
 

Registered Apprenticeship 
Program 

Senior Community Service 
Employment Program (SCSEP) 

Jobs for Veterans State 
Grants Program (JVSG) 

Veterans – Hilton Honors 
Program 

One Workforce project Workforce Innovation 
Opportunity Act (WIOA) 

 
Patient Care Assistant 
Program 

 
Trade Adjustment Assistance 
Program 

 
WIOA Youth Program 

 
Rapid Response 

 
Partner4Work 

 

 
 

Along with Goodwill Industries of Kansas, through Project HOPE, Workforce Alliance has 
also committed to support the project’s workforce development efforts through focused attention on 
and program access to the population of individuals within the Target Area. Access to the following 
offered services may be possible as determined by our population’s needs: On- the-Job Training 
(OJT), Transitional Jobs/Work Experience, as well as Classroom Training for earned credentials. 
 

Collaborative Community Initiative Alignment 
 

Project HOPE will continually work determine collaborative partnerships with other local 
efforts community initiatives that provide continued resources and supports for the sustainability of 
the efforts of Project HOPE beyond the grant term. Collaborative initiatives identified are: 
 
Mental Health and Substance Abuse Coalition 
 

The mission of the coalition is to “Develop a sustainable, accessible and integrated system of 
care that serves people with mental health and substance abuse disorders who are in crisis, in order to 
efficiently and effectively deliver services that create positive outcomes.” As shared on the 
organization’s webpage, in 2019, leaders came together and worked to develop a strategic plan that 
would guide the work of the MHSA Coalition from 2020 to 2025. An ambitious plan with those in 
need at its heart, this plan seeks to create greater collaboration, helping all in the community to work 

https://workforce-ks.com/programs/registeredapprenticeship/
https://workforce-ks.com/programs/registeredapprenticeship/
https://workforce-ks.com/programs/seniorcommunityserviceemploymentprogram/
https://workforce-ks.com/programs/seniorcommunityserviceemploymentprogram/
https://workforce-ks.com/programs/seniorcommunityserviceemploymentprogram/
https://workforce-ks.com/programs/jobsforveteransstategrantsprogram/
https://workforce-ks.com/programs/jobsforveteransstategrantsprogram/
https://workforce-ks.com/programs/veteranshiltonhonorsprogram/
https://workforce-ks.com/programs/veteranshiltonhonorsprogram/
https://workforce-ks.com/programs/One-Workforce/
https://workforce-ks.com/programs/workforceinnovationandopportunityact/
https://workforce-ks.com/programs/workforceinnovationandopportunityact/
https://workforce-ks.com/programs/patient-care-assistant-program/
https://workforce-ks.com/programs/patient-care-assistant-program/
https://workforce-ks.com/programs/tradeadjustmentassistanceprogram/
https://workforce-ks.com/programs/tradeadjustmentassistanceprogram/
https://workforce-ks.com/programs/wioayouthprogram/
https://workforce-ks.com/programs/rapidresponse/
https://workforce-ks.com/programs/partner4workdislocatedworkergrant/
https://www.mhsacoalition.org/
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smarter while still tirelessly pursing their own organizational missions. Throughout implementation, 
the Leadership Team will work collaboratively with the Coalition to support efforts that complement 
Project HOPE’s objectives and sustainability goals. 
 
Homelessness Task Force (City of Wichita and Sedgwick County) 
 

In April 2006, the City of Wichita and Sedgwick County jointly appointed a Task Force to 
End Chronic Homelessness (TECH). The TECH produced the Plan to End Chronic Homelessness 
which includes five recommendations. This task force is being reactivated and restructured. Project 
HOPE will work collaboratively to support this city-county effort to complement Project HOPE’s 
objectives and sustainability goals. 
 
HOME-ARP (City of Wichita) 
 

The City of Wichita will receive $5,508,372 in HOME-American Rescue Plan (HOME- 
ARP) funding authorized by the American Rescue Plan Act of 2021. The City of Wichita’s Housing 
and Community Services Department is in the process of developing its HOME-ARP Allocation 
Plan describing how the City will distribute HOME-ARP funds and the way in which the funding 
will be used to address the needs of HOME-ARP qualifying populations. The Core Planning Team 
will work to determine how HOME-ARP and Project HOPE can each advance the goals and 
objectives for the Target Area. This includes partnered efforts to advance an “Education Campaign” 
designed to inform the community on the most impactful ways to assist in addressing Target Area 
needs. 

 
What is the role of the research partner throughout the Implementation Phase?  
 
Newman University (Research Partner) 
 
Founded in 1933, Newman University is grounded in Catholic values and traditions, yet 
is respectful of all faith traditions. At Newman you'll find people, programs, organizations and 
activities designed to educate your mind and inspire your spirit. The main campus is located in 
Wichita, Kansas with outreach sites in Southeast Kansas, Western Kansas, Colorado Springs, 
Colorado and Tulsa and Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. 
 

Project HOPE is pleased to be in partnership with Kristi Barton Edwards, Assistant Professor 
of Criminal Justice, Division of Social Sciences who serves as the primary research partner and data 
liaison with WPD. Through the involvement of WPD, the Newman University will conduct business 
and resident surveys, as well as continuing to update the crime data in the Target area. Surveys will 
continue to inform local implementation efforts by providing qualitative data that will help in 
determining how to best engage with partners and businesses in the community to build trust as 
Project HOPE implements strategies designed to reduce both the number of unhoused individuals 
and instances of crime in the Target Area. Continued updating of the crime data will provide 
quantitative data that accounts for static and dynamic variables that impact the Target Area such as 
weather, construction and activities conducted by government and private agencies. 
 
What mechanisms will be used to share information about project progress? 
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The official Project HOPE website that will serve as an information clearinghouse for the 
public to obtain information about the effort and communicate interest in joining the effort. This 
marketing effort will target residents, businesses, service providers, neighborhood groups, and 
Project HOPE resource participants. The website will include the following information: 

 
 Project HOPE Overview 
 About / History 
 Leadership Council 

• List of Members and Meeting Dates 
 Project HOPE Community Updates 
 How to Get Involved 
 Contact Us 

 
What mechanisms will be used to gather feedback and new information from community 
members? 
 

Creation of the official Project HOPE website that will serve as an information clearinghouse 
for the public to obtain information about the effort and communicate interest in joining the effort. 
 
What is the plan to sustain response strategies? 
 
Ongoing monitoring of social media and website platforms for public engagement. 
 
 
Implementation Phase –Assessment 
 
What are the expected results of the proposed strategies? 

 
(1) To decrease the homeless-associated crime rate in the Target Area. 
(2) To maintain a reduction in the homeless-associated crime rate in the Target Area. 
(3) To decrease the homeless-associated calls for police service in the Target Area. 
(4) To maintain a reduction in the homeless-associated calls for police service in the Target Area. 
(5) To reduce the number of unhoused individuals in the Target Area. 

 
What quantifiable outcome measures will be tracked to measure success? 
 

(1) The homeless-associated crime rate in the Target Area. 
(2) The homeless-associated calls for police service in the Target Area. 
(3) The number of formerly unhoused individuals housed through Project HOPE’s partnership 

with the Wichita Housing Agency’s Housing Choice Voucher Program. 
 
 
What are the anticipated intermediate and long-term outcomes of the project? 
 
The intent of Project HOPE in the Target Area is as follows: 
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• Monitoring the aforementioned outcome measures, it is anticipated that the deployment of 
social services and educational programming will impact the crime rate and calls for service 
rate within 3 months. Long-term, it is anticipated that a statistically significant depression in 
the rates will remain (once achieved) at the 10% level for at least three years. 
 

• There are a significant percentage of offenders on conditional release (parole/probation) who 
are being deposited in the City of Wichita. Anecdotal evidence has been provided by the 
Kansas Department of Corrections to support this proposition.  Quantitative data, however, is 
illusive because local law enforcement does not track arrest rates for offenders on conditional 
release.  A goal of this project, therefore, is to find a systematic and comprehensive means to 
track this data and measure changes based on interventions.  Once a tracking system is 
created and utilized, then the quantitative data can be measured to determine if social service 
interventions have an impact on the rate of conditional release offenders who identify as 
homeless.   
 

• To ensure that measurable outcome data continues to drive efforts, the Project HOPE Data 
Team has created two “Baselines” for the project, which identifies the rate of criminal arrests 
in specific criminal categories for the past five years and the past year in the Target Area.54 
The baselines will be used to assess the overall project goal of diverting homeless individuals 
away from the criminal justice system. This shall be accomplished by assessing if there is a 
reduction in the arrest rate/calls for service for the identified population in the categories 
identified and contrasting the baseline data to the same data variables monthly and annually 
during the years of Implementation.   

 
• Specifically, progress toward addressing mental health issues in the Target Area will be 

measured by comparing the rate of calls for service in the Target Area before and after 
Implementation.  Ideally, data from community mental health providers will be reconciled 
with the calls for service. The reconciliation, or compare/contrast, of these data sources 
should show that calls for law enforcement service that are swiftly connected to and address 
with the assistance of mental health providers (the case workers) reduces the number of calls 
for service.  The number of calls for service should be reduced because the case worker 
intervention will address all current and future reasons for a homeless individual in the Target 
Area to call for law enforcement assistance.   

 
• Progress toward addressing the parole/probationer saturation issues will be measured by 

finding the re-arrest/condition violations rate and homeless/housed status for known offenders 
in all crime categories in the Target Area.  Once this data is found and analyzed as part of the 
Project, then it will be compared to the same data during Implementation.  Notably, this 
Project will discover a reliable and credible source (i.e. data from the Kansas Department of 
Corrections, Sedgwick County Community Corrections and Wichita’s city probation 
department) and share it with all stakeholders.  Thereafter, this data will be 
compared/contrasted with the arrest rate and parole/probation violation rate to ensure 
conditional release conditions are addressing the homeless variable. The case workers will be 
providing social support and community support for the first time in this area, and the 
Implementation of the case workers via Project Hope should show a reduction in the number 

 
54 See Table 1 
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of homeless conditional violators (i.e. parolees). In addition, the process of including the 
homeless concerns in the conditional release context should reduce the number of crimes in 
all categories. 

 
• Progress toward addressing the substance abuse issues in the homeless population will be 

measured by comparing/contrasting both Baselines for calls for service involving the 
homeless and the homeless drug crime arrest rates in the Target Area. Ideally, data of use by 
homeless in the Target Area, from drug evaluation and treatment providers in the community, 
will be acquired via the case workers.  This new source of data will them be compared to the 
homeless drug crime arrest rate to find the gap between use/abuse and arrest/rearrest for drug 
crimes.  Measuring in this regard (including the variable of the amount substance abuse/use 
treatment by the homeless population during Implementation) should also reveal an overall 
reduction in the homeless arrest rate for all crimes in the Target Area. 
 

• Finally, success in implementation will absolutely be measured via careful analysis of the 
homeless cohort study that will be created during the Project.  Specifically, utilizing the HOT 
Team’s homeless contact documentation system, the Project will identify and then monitor a 
cohort of homeless individuals who receive social service intervention during the Project’s 
timeframe and beyond.  This longitudinal study will track/monitor individuals identified as 
homeless who receive social services as part of this Project.  The study will last for at least 5 
years, initially, in order to assess the efficacy of the social service interventions deployed in 
the Project.  Successful interventions, through the implementation phase, should reveal in this 
population that there is a casual connection between the intervention of social services and 
the occurrence of homelessness that triggers law enforcement contact.   

 
Success is defined as achieving the progress noted above. 

 
What is the evaluation plan for the implementation strategies? 
 

To ensure ongoing monitoring and that changes are being made as needed, the 
aforementioned rates will be evaluated every 30 days, annually and as to both periods comparisons 
will be made using the one-year and five-year Baselines.  In sum, the Project will track monthly, and 
yearly trends during the Implementation period.  In addition, as soon as available, the risk terrain hot 
spot modeling will be used and compared to the traditional hot spot analysis to determine if there are 
previously unknown/unidentified variables in the Target Area that need to be addressed. 
 

In addition, at the outset of implementation, a detailed survey of the stakeholders and services 
providers will be conducted. The survey will provide detailed, qualitative data regarding attitudes 
and beliefs about homeless and criminal activity in the Target Area. The same survey will be 
conducted after 12 months of Implementation to assess the efficacy of the strategic plan on attitudes 
and beliefs. 
 
Will there be an ongoing assessment of the implementation outcomes? 
 

To ensure ongoing monitoring and that changes are being made as needed, the 
aforementioned rates will be evaluated every 30 days. In addition, as soon as available, the risk 
terrain hot spot modeling will be used and compared to the traditional hot spot analysis to determine 
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if there are previously unknown/unidentified variables in the Target Area that need to be addressed. 
 

In addition, at the outset of implementation, a detailed survey of the stakeholders and services 
providers will be conducted. The survey will provide detailed, qualitative data regarding attitudes 
and beliefs about homeless and criminal activity in the Target Area. The same survey will be 
conducted after 12 months of Implementation to assess the efficacy of the strategic plan on attitudes 
and beliefs. 
 
How will those assessments be shared with project partners and community stakeholders? How 
will the evaluation of the project goals and objectives be reported? 
 

The website will be updated with 30-day crime rate/calls for police service data, as well as a 
detailed reporting of the survey results. In addition, updates will be shared at the quarterly Project 
HOPE Leadership Council meetings and other public events and gatherings as appropriate. 
 
Does the core leadership or cross-sector partnership team foresee any challenges or obstacles to 
implementing the selected strategies? 
 

We do not foresee any challenges or obstacles to implementing the selected strategies If so, 
how will those challenges be addressed during implementation. 
 
How will the cross-sector relationships and partnerships be sustained during and beyond BCJI 
funding? 
 

It is the site’s objective to cross-sector relationships and partnerships the clear, consistent and 
frequent communication pertaining to the project through standing meetings joint planning efforts to 
advance Project HOPE activities. The team is seeking to develop deep and sustaining partnerships 
that will continue to advance the work started through Project HOPE even once the grant is 
complete. 
 
How will the core leadership team and cross-sector partners sustain the strategies and activities 
implemented with BCJI funding? 
 

The local site continues to seek ways to partner and incorporate the efforts of Project HOPE 
into existing and upcoming initiatives that complement the effort and allow for the sustainability of 
the work. 
Budget and Budget Narrative 
 
Below is the Budget Summary for Year 1 through Year 4. 
 
** Please see Appendix I for Budget Worksheets for a detailed breakdown. 
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Figure 4 

 
 
Budget Narrative - Year 1 (10/1/2020 – 9/30/2021) 
 

A. Personnel: No personnel costs in year one. 
 

B. Fringe Benefits: No fringe benefits in year one. 
 

C. Travel: No travel in year one. 
 

D. Equipment: No equipment will be purchased. 
 

E. Narrative: No supplies will be purchased. 
 

F. Construction: There will be no construction. 
 

G. Subawards (Subgrants): No subawards in year one. 
 

H. Procurement Contracts: Grant Coordinator hired and worked five months of year one 
coordinating all aspects of the grant. 

 
I. Other Costs: All rent, utilities, telephone, janitorial, etc. will be provide by the City of 

Wichita. 
J. Indirect Costs: The City of Wichita's indirect cost rate for law enforcement grants is 3.37% as 

determined through the analysis and approved by its cognizant agency, the Department of 
Transportation, Federal Highway Administration. The indirect cost allocation plan is attached 
to the grant submission. 
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Budget Narrative - Year 2 (10/1/2021 – 9/30/2022) 
 

A. Personnel: Two case workers will be funded to assist homeless individuals in connecting to 
housing and wrap around services. Crime analyst will collaborate with Newman University on 
data analysis. 

 
B. Fringe Benefits: Average fringe benefit rate is 52.26% which includes FICA (7.65%), 

Workman's Compensation (1.85%), Unemployment (.10%), Life Insurance (.40%), Pension 
C. (12.45%) and Health Insurance (29.81%). 

 
D. Travel: Airfare, meals, lodging and local travel for a three-day peer to peer learning 

conference in Washington, DC to be attended by the Grant Coordinator. Meals amount 
determined using per diem rates for Washington DC. Local travel includes parking and 
ground transportation. 

 
E. Equipment: No equipment will be purchased. 

 
F. Narrative: Approximately 500 post cards will be sent to residents and businesses within the 

Target Area at a cost of $.12 each to print and $.35 each to mail. In addition, approximately 
1,000 letters will be mailed to partners, residents, businesses and providers within the Target 
Area concerning project activities and meetings. Paper, toner and envelopes will be provided 
by the applicant while postage will be $.55 per letter. The project expects to hold six 
community meetings with residents, businesses, providers and the homeless. Each meeting 
will require two flip charts at $25 each and refreshments (water and snacks only not to exceed 
$3 per attendee) are estimated at $50 per meeting. 

 
G. Construction: There will be no construction. 

 
H. Subawards (Subgrants): A sub-grantee, Newman University, will serve as the entity 

responsible for data collection and analysis as well as evaluator of performance measures. 
Kristi Barton-Edward, JD will lead the Neman team. She serves as a professor at Newman 
University and provides training around the State of Kansas for Law Enforcement through the 
Law Enforcement Training Center. Ms. Barton-Edward is also working with the City of 
Wichita on its Just and Mental Health Collaboration Program Grant and can leverage data 
across both endeavors. Year two costs include: Create Electronic Survey - Residents (2 hrs @ 
$100 per hr), Create Electronic Survey - Businesses (2 hrs @ $100 per hr), Create Electronic 
Survey - Providers (2 hrs @ $100 per hr), Deploy Surveys - Social Media and Postcards w/ 
Link (1 hr @ $100 per hr), Create In Person Survey - Homeless (2 hrs @ $100 per hr), 
Evaluate Electronic Survey Responses (4 hrs @ $100 per hr), In Person Homeless Survey by 
Grad Students ($100 Stipend per Day for 10 Days), Monthly Review of Crime Stats (2 hrs for 
36 mos @ $100 per hr), Participate at eleven community meetings - six in 
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I. year two, three in year three and two in year four (22hrs @ $100 per hr). 
 

J. Procurement Contracts: Peer Navigators will provide direct client support. Grant Coordinator 
will continue to coordinate all aspects of the grant including coordinating data, 
communications, leading community meetings, contract management and producing monthly 
reports. 

 
K. Other Costs: Education campaign to promote community awareness will be created and may 

include multiple media types. All rent, utilities, telephone, janitorial, etc. will be provided by 
the City of Wichita. 

 
L. Indirect Costs: The City of Wichita's indirect cost rate for law enforcement grants is 3.37% as 

determined through the analysis and approved by its cognizant agency, the Department of 
Transportation, Federal Highway Administration. The indirect cost allocation plan is attached 
to the grant submission. 

 
Budget Narrative - Year 3 (10/1/2022 – 9/30/2023) 
 

A. Personnel: Two case workers will be funded to assist homeless individuals in connecting to 
housing and wrap around services. Crime analyst will collaborate with Newman University on 
data analysis. 

 
B. Fringe Benefits: Two case workers will be funded to assist homeless individuals in connecting 

to housing and wrap around services. Crime analyst will collaborate with Newman University 
on data analysis. 

 
C. Travel: Airfare, meals, lodging and local travel for a two-day regional peer to peer learning 

conference to be attended by the Grant Coordinator. Meals amount determined using per 
diem rates for Dallas, TX. Local travel includes parking and ground transportation. 

 
D. Equipment: No equipment will be purchased. 

 
E. Supplies: The project expects to hold three community meetings with residents, businesses, 

providers and the homeless. Each meeting will require two flip charts at $25 each and 
refreshments (water and snacks only not to exceed $3 per attendees only not to exceed $3 per 
attendee.) are estimated at $50 per meeting. Approximately 500 letters will be mailed to 
residents, businesses and providers within the Target Area concerning project activities and 
meetings. Paper, toner and envelopes will be provided by the applicant while postage will be 

F. $.55 per letter. 
 

G. Construction: There will be no construction. 
 

H. Subawards (Subgrants): A sub-grantee, Newman University, will continue crime and homeless 
data analysis and evaluation of performance measures. Year three costs include: Monthly 
Review of Crime Stats (2 hrs for 36 mos @ $100 per hr), Participate at eleven community 
meetings - six in year two, three in year three and two in year four (22hrs @ $100 
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I. per hr). 
 

J. Procurement Contracts: Peer Navigators will provide direct client support. Collaboration with 
third party agencies will occur to provide employment training and job training assistance to 
those with criminal histories so they can prepare for and obtain employment. Grant 
Coordinator will continue to coordinate all aspects of the grant including coordinating data, 
communications, leading community meetings, contract management and producing monthly 
reports. 

 
K. Other Costs: Education campaign to promote community awareness will be created and may 

include multiple media types. All rent, utilities, telephone, janitorial, etc. will be provided by 
the City of Wichita. 

 
L. Indirect Costs: The City of Wichita's indirect cost rate for law enforcement grants is 3.37% as 

determined through the analysis and approved by its cognizant agency, the Department of 
Transportation, Federal Highway Administration. The indirect cost allocation plan is attached 
to the grant submission. 

 
Budget Narrative - Year 4 (10/1/2023 – 9/30/2024) 
 

(Based on Request for 12 Month No Cost Project Extension) 
 
 

A. Personnel: Two case workers will be funded to assist homeless individuals in connecting to 
housing and wrap around services. Crime analyst will collaborate with Newman University on 
data analysis. 

 
B. Fringe Benefits: Average fringe benefit rate is 52.26% which includes FICA (7.65%), 

Workman's Compensation (1.85%), Unemployment (.10%), Life Insurance (.40%), Pension 
C. (12.45%) and Health Insurance (29.81%). 

 
D. Travel: No travel expected in year four. 

 
E. Equipment: No equipment will be purchased. 

 
F. Supplies: The project expects to hold two community meetings with residents, businesses, 

providers and the homeless. Each meeting will require two flip charts at $25 each and 
refreshments (water and snacks only not to exceed $3 per attendee) are estimated at $50 per 
meeting. 

 
G. Construction: There will be no construction. 

 
H. Subawards (Subgrants): A sub-grantee, Newman University, will continue drive and homeless 

data analysis and evaluation of performance measures. Data will be provided for completion 
of final report 90 days after grant term ends. Year four costs include: Monthly Review of 
Crime Stats (2 hrs for 36 mos @ $100 per hr), Participate at eleven community 
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I. meetings - six in year two, three in year three and two in year four (22hrs @ $100 per hr), 
Create and Deploy Electronic Surveys - Residents, Businesses, Providers (7 hrs @ $100 per 
hr), Pre and Post Survey Reviews (8 hrs @ $100 per hr) and Independent Evaluator (120 hrs 
@ 100 per hr). 

 
J. Procurement Contracts: Peer Navigators will provide direct client support. Grant Coordinator 

will continue to coordinate all aspects of the grant including coordinating data, 
communications, leading community meetings, contract management and producing monthly 
reports. Collaboration with third party agencies will occur to provide employment training 
and job training assistance to those with criminal histories so they can prepare for and obtain 
employment. 

 
K. Other Costs: Education campaign to promote community awareness will be created and may 

include multiple media types. All rent, utilities, telephone, janitorial, etc. will be provided by 
the City of Wichita. 

 
L. Indirect Costs: The City of Wichita's indirect cost rate for law enforcement grants is 3.37% as 

determined through the analysis and approved by its cognizant agency, the Department of 
Transportation, Federal Highway Administration. The indirect cost allocation plan is attached 
to the grant submission. 

 
 
Conclusion 
 

The City of Wichita is pleased to formally request authorization to advance from Planning to 
Implementation for Project HOPE. The Site Planning Team and Leadership Council look forward to 
having the authority to transition collective ideas into actual activities and engagements. It is this 
site’s hope that what has proposed for implementation meets with both your approval and support!
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Appendix 
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Appendix A: Target Hot Spot Maps (Initial) 

 
Original boundaries and identified Hot Spots. 
 
The initial data collection showed two notable trends/patterns occurring downtown: 
 

• First, homeless-related calls for service in the Target Area have been exponentially increasing for the 
past five-years. 

• Second, homeless drug offenders in the Target Area are more likely to be arrested than other types of 
offenders in the Target Area. 

• Third, there are a significant percentage of offenders on conditional release (parole/probation) who 
are being deposited in the City of Wichita. Combined, these findings support the selection of mental 
health, substance abuse and parolees/probationers as the crime drivers in the Target Area. 
 

The original Target Area did not coincide with a WPD Beat (i.e. geographical location within the 
City of Wichita) and required the creation of a new data set for Part I crimes in the OTD. In addition, 
the WPD has not systematically and/or historically collected data specific to homeless status. The 
absence of a systematic approach required the creation of a new data set to find “homeless related” 
crimes in the OTD. 
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Appendix B: Target Hot Spot Maps (Current) 
 

 
After receiving this input from two community meetings the team reevaluated the crime statistics 

and concluded that the area west of St. Clair to Washington incorporated a crime Hot Spot but that 
the hot spot was unrelated to homelessness. Interventions planned for this project would have little 
impact on crimes in that area. In addition, the data showed that more relevant crime was happening 
north of Murdock and that incorporating that area would be more appropriate. Based on that 
information, there was a recommendation to change the Target Area to the 1.3 square miles of the 
downtown Wichita area bounded by Waco St. to the West, St. Clair to the East, 10th St. To the North 
and Kellogg to the South. This is a high-poverty area that falls within two of the city’s Qualified 
Opportunity Zones. 
 

As stated above, the original Target Area was examined for crime rates, using the Uniform Crime 
Reports categories. During the October 2021 community meeting this map was shared and 
stakeholder feedback was captured. The data reports, as well as the focus group’s contribution, lead 
the revision of the boundaries of the effort’s Target Area to capture a more appropriate geographical 
area to examine the variables/drivers. 
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The updated Target Area showed the following in support of proceeding with its inclusion in 
Project HOPE’s geographic boundary: 
 

• The Original Target Area experienced an increase of 23.99% in Part I crimes during the 
last year (11/15/20-11/15/21). The subset of Part I property crimes included a 22% 
increase. 

• The Revised Target Area experienced an increase of 11.41% in Part I crimes during the 
last year (11/15/20-11/15/21). The subset of Part I property crimes included an 11.24% 
increase. 

• The Original Target Area experienced an increase of 39% in homeless-related reports of 
criminal activity over the last five years. 

• The Revised Target Area experienced an increase of 40% in homeless-related reports of 
criminal activity over the last five years. 

• The portion of the Original Target Area that was excluded from the Revised Target Area 
[See Attached Graph for Area Removed v. Area Added Crime Statistics] shows the 
homeless-related criminal activity is comparatively increasing in the Revised Target Area. 
(Add new graph from Alex here is data shows this). 

 
Beginning in September 2022, this map will be updated monthly to allow for tracking of areas of 
heightened activity. 
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Appendix C: Target Area Baseline Data 
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Appendix D: Community Brainstorming Feedback (October 2021 & December 2021) 
 

In both October 2021 and again in December 2021, community members representing the 
organizations above listed above registered to join the Core Planning Team both in person and 
virtually to learn about the City of Wichita’s efforts apply for, plan, and implement Project HOPE. 
During these community engagement gatherings, attendees contributed their concerns, thoughts, 
ideas, and suggestions on how Project HOPE can be utilized to improve the identified Target Area. 
 

During these community brainstorming sessions, four (4) guiding questions were posed to gain 
collective thought from these community participants on their sentiments pertaining to the Target 
Area. Generalized sentiments of the participants can be found below: 
 
What can Project HOPE do to help make a positive difference Downtown? 
 
Ideas regarding institutional actions: 
 

• ICT-1 should run around the clock, multiple units 
• Coding for crime related to homelessness 
• Non-congregate, scattered-site housing 
• Living wages for service providers 
• Incentives/support for landlord renting to the unhoused population Data needs: 

o Implementation of standardized tracking for data regarding vulnerable populations 
• Data sharing 
• Look into research regarding the causes of homelessness in this area 
• Ideas regarding services/housing: 

o Public facilities for access to trash, restrooms, water 
• Mental health services; assistance getting IDs, aid, housing, jobs, etc.; long-term substance 

abuse services 
• App with an inventory of services, their requirements and availability 
• Full-service model: housing, personal/physical needs, mental health needs, etc. 
• Remodel old buildings to provide housing 
• Eliminate barriers regarding safety, knowledge, reputation, bad experiences, etc. 
• Service provider accountability 
• Getting more input from the frontlines service providers 
• Collaboration among service providers Community needs 
• Greater awareness: more press, keeping spreading the word, education 
• Connection to volunteer opportunities 
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How can Project HOPE best connect with and support Downtown residents? 
 

• Resident association with unhoused representation that meets regularly; neighborhood 
association development for an ongoing opportunity for all in the area to be involved 

• Provide education and an opportunity to empower residents to brainstorm/participate in the 
solution 

• Reconsider how we think of “residents,” the homeless are still residents 
• Socials to intentionally bring housed and unhoused citizens together 
• Incentives to landlords for renting to “high risk” groups 
• Increasing community pride through neighborhood engagement 

 
How can Project HOPE best connect with and support Downtown businesses / business 
owners? 
 

• Collaborative safety net: group funded to leverage economics of scale – to recoup 
losses/reimbursements 

• Collaborative meetings for anyone in the area 
• Incentivize public and business to support business that gives funds to homeless, this would 

increase business for some; incentivize offering services or locations for meetings, etc. 
• Need to engage business owners to get their side of the story 
• Ask the workers, not just the owners, what it’s like 
• Educate community on who to call for help and ensure it actually helps (warm hand off) 
• Coordinate volunteers and service providers for homeless community and 

businesses/churches 
• Wage subsidies and/or employment programs, such as a modified The Way To Work 

(TWTW) program 
• Fundamentally address the root of the problem, on the surface resolutions will not guarantee 

change. 
• Provide additional security and support for businesses that are open after 5 and weekends to 

lower crimes that occur. 
 
Who else should be involved? 
 

• Not a monolithic population – target consumer segments 
• Mobilize AmeriCorps VISTAs (express mission to combat poverty) 
• People who are homeless 
• Every church in the geographic area 
• Service providers in the area 
• Businesses in the area 
• April Holt “Crazy Sack Lady” 
• Connect with citizen association – show action, not planning 
• Downtown residents 
• Make sure the group is diverse 
• Landlord associations 
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Appendix E: Project HOPE Kickoff Community Feedback 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Project HOPE Community Kickoff Community Brainstorm Notes (10/19/2021) 
 

Location: Century II and Zoom Registrants: 
In-Person: 28 
Online: 36 
Total Community  
Contacts: 64 

 
 

1. What can Project HOPE do to help make a positive difference Downtown? 
 
In-person Group: A. Johnson 
 

• A code for when a crime is related to homelessness; there currently is no easy code and there 
should be. 

• Is the data project implementing? [sic] 
• ICT-1 should run 24/7, multiple units 
• Pay mental health professionals a living wage 
• Public facilities: trash, restrooms, water 
• Start tracking data associated with vulnerable populations 

o Implement standardized tracking 
• [Deploy] non-congregate, scattered-site housing, using architecture to encourage “hidden” 

use 
• Mental health services 
• More press 
• Keep talking 
• Help getting ID, aid, housing, jobs 
• Service provider accountability 
• Public education on how to help 
• Data sharing: providers, community; visual data 
• Connection to volunteer opportunities 
• Pride creation 
• Eliminate barriers: safety, knowledge, reputation, bad experiences 
• App with inventory of services available, with requirements and availability 
• Long-term drug/alcohol 
• Data from the homeless PIT count 
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• Collaboration among charities 
 
Online Group: C. Mansaw 
 

• Clearly identify housing resource options in the area and share with homeless population in a 
comforting manage in order to assist the individuals to transition to more permanent housing 
options. 

• Hearing the voices of social workers, case managers and other community workers that are 
on the front line providing services to homeless community of persons. 

• Address the population in a full-service model-housing, personal and physical needs as well 
as mental health. 

 
Online Group: L. Enlow 
 

• Julie – “most of us work downtown- down by open door there is always a congregation of the 
homeless – looks horrible. I would suggest using some of the funding to pay some of the 
homeless to clean up after themselves – or hire people on a weekly basis.” 

• “I am from the “Coral” office –the area landlords’ properties get rundown, perhaps the 
landlords could get some sort of reimbursement for being willing to rent to these individuals 

• Use funding to remodel old buildings to house at least 50-100 homeless people and house 
different types of case workers to offer a one stop shop approach for helping the issue.” 

• BJ Sheu - “Was there a study that helps us understand the causes of homelessness in this 
particular area? It may be a different training depending on the cause. Need more analysis – 
could be laziness… would require a different treatment. Wants to know if funds are spent in a 
way that really addresses the problem – inspect the lords diner, and the other ministries to see 
if they are allocating funds properly to address the issues of this homeless population. Thinks 
we should speak with the local charity organizations to see how they can help. 

 
2. How can Project HOPE best connect with and support Downtown residents? 

 
In-person Group: A. Johnson 
 

• Data from point-in-time homeless count 
• Resident association that meets regularly 
• Unhoused representation 
• Wrap-around services: availability, continuation 
• Go talk to the homeless 
• Reframe what and how we think of the word “residents,” the homeless are still residents 
• KC has a houseless tenant organization where people who are unhoused bring them to the 

conversation and table 
• Tax incentives, landlord incentives, “high risk” consumers 
• Socials to intentionally bring housed and unhoused citizens together 
• Increasing community pride through neighborhood engagement 
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Online Group: C. Mansaw 
 

• Peer support help would be an approach-connecting with individuals that have overcome 
homelessness and offering support group opportunities. 

• Inform current residents of the program and initiate an opportunity to empower residents in the 
solution of homelessness. 

• A traditional neighborhood association model. Will offer an on-going and organized method 
of resolution for all parties involved-current residents, business owners and service providers 

 
Online Group: L. Enlow 
 

• BJ Sheu “why is it limited to downtown? Mid Town is an issue and is adjacent to Downtown. 
Mid town photos videos coping helping heard – the four stages of temporary relief.” 

• BJ Sheu – lives in midtown, has homeless issues and related problems – she has researched 
the cause of homelessness –could be natural disaster, mental illness, being exploited, or 
laziness. Mental illness is beyond most caseworker’s training and some organizations are 
separated and need to be a cohesive unit when addressing the issue. Trash is a major issue. 
The Lords Diner and the Open Door Ministry – contribute to the trash problem for example 
individuals hanging jackets on the church fences and the debris from meals eaten from these 
ministries. Believes the ministries need to be more reasonable and take some sort of action to 
remedy this. 

 
3. How can Project HOPE best connect with and support Downtown businesses / business 

owners? 
 
In-person Group: A. Johnson 
 

• Wage subsidies 
• Collaborative safety net – group funded to leverage economics of scale – to recoup 

losses/reimbursements 
• Incentivize public and business to support business that gives funds to homeless, this would 

increase business for some 
• Need to engage business owners to get their side of the story 
• Educate community on who to call for help and ensure it actually helps/warm hand off 
• Coordinate volunteer ops/paid positions for homeless community and businesses/churches 
• Modified The Way To Work (TWTW) program 
• collaborative meetings in the area 
• Ask business workers, not owners 
• Incentives to join-in 
• Why choose homeless – we don’t have data 
• Sharing metrics of success 
• Education for business owners so people know what services available 
• Weekend support – social services often only work 8am – 5pm 

 
Online Group: C. Mansaw 
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• Offer incentives to offer services or location for meetings- support groups, AA, bible study, 
safe place to receive personal care items or snacks in a non- judgement zone. 

• The location is not the problem, the crime and stereotype that this target area receive is due to 
the people that are in the location. 

• Provide additional security and support for businesses that are open after 5 and weekends to 
lower crimes that occur. 

• Fundamentally address the root of the problem, on the surface resolutions will not guarantee 
change. 

• Mobile services increase in downtown area-shower, mobile laundry, medical care-gave 
mention to Shawnee county success. 

 
Online Group: L. Enlow 
 

• Traci Addington – has been working with the homeless for over 2 decades – 15 years now at 
the salvation army Need to educate and create awareness about the stereo types, people are 
trying to apply for housing and rent has sky rocketed- super excited to see the employment 
initiative in regards to the grant = needs to start with education and create a partnership for 
individuals to get jobs after incarceration – says the main cause is because people have lost 
hope. 

• Brenda Dietzman –liked the idea of out of the box thinking – there have been programs 
around where individuals have hired homeless people to clean up after themselves. 

• Reiterated BJ Shue’s original point: “What are the causes of homelessness, what are the 
symptoms of homelessness and how do we address those issues individually – mental 
healthcare vs substance abuse treatment, believes that drugs may lead to property crimes 
particularly meth which can also cause mental illness which would have different treatment 
needs and solutions. Says that Instead of incarcerating people we need to get them into forced 
treatment. 

 
4. Who else should be involved? 

 
In-person Group: A. Johnson 
 

• Mobilize Americorps VISTAs (express mission to combat poverty) 
• Not a monolithic population – target consumer segments 
• People who are homeless 
• CoC – email Col Schnieders 
• Every church in the geographic area 
• Lord’s Diner 
• Businesses 
• April Holt “Crazy Sack Lady” 
• Connect with citizen association – show action, not planning 
• Shelters, charities, halfway house, sober houses 
• Downtown residents 
• Religious organizations in target area; Catholic Sisters 
• Downtown service providers 
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• Open Door, COMCARE, SACK, Miracles 
• ICT Street Team – medical care for homeless 
• Make sure the group is diverse 
• Union Rescue Mission 

 
Online Group: C. Mansaw 
 

• Landlord associations 
• Mental health providers 
• Mobile health service providers 
• Food banks 
• Faith based organizations in downtown for outreach 

 
Online Group: L. Enlow 
 

• Brenda Dietzman – project manager for the mental health and substance abuse coalition. This 
team is currently working on a campus/ access center in conjunction with homeless providers 
trying to determine similar objectives to the BCJI grant presented. They met with housing 
providers last week. Said there is probably 20 people within this homeless community that 
are either homeless or preying on the homeless people. Looking for short term and long-term 
solutions to these issues. – working to make a progressive plan. 

• BJ Sheu has great ideas! Didn’t offer herself up but we should really reach out to get her take. 
She is long winded but seems to ask pointed questions that can really help the team to properly 
analyze the issues to provide accurate solutions. 

• Kristy Jackson has asked to be added and submitted this comment in the chat: 
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Appendix F: Project HOPE - Leadership Council Implementation Brainstorm Feedback #1 
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Appendix G: Project HOPE - Leadership Council Implementation Brainstorm Feedback #2 
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Appendix H: Implementation Goals and Objectives Chart 
 
 

How each implementation strategy supports the goals and objectives of your BCJI project? 
 
 Goal 1: To 

decrease the 
homeless- 
associated crime 
rate in the 
Target Area. 

Goal 2: To 
maintain a 
reduction in the 
homeless- 
associated 
crime rate in the 
Target Area. 

Goal 3: To 
decrease the 
homeless- 
associated 
calls for 
police service 
in the Target 
Area. 

Goal 4: To 
maintain a 
reduction in the 
homeless- 
associated calls 
for police 
service in the 
Target Area. 

Goal 5: To 
reduce the 
number of 
unhoused 
individuals in 
the Target Area. 

Strategy 1: Hiring of Case Workers, Peer 
Navigators, and/or Interns to engage in day-to-day 
supportive activities to advance Project HOPE’s 
objectives in providing personalized supportive 
services to those who are experiencing 
homelessness within the Target Area. 
 
Responsible Party/Parties 
 

• LEAD: Housing and Community Services 
(HCSD) 
 

X X X X X 

Strategy 2: Utilization of the City of Wichita’s 
Housing Choice Voucher Program in the provision 
of housing and supportive wrap-around services for 
identified persons currently experiencing 
homelessness within the Target Area. 
 
Responsible Party/Parties 
 

• LEAD: Housing and Community Services 
(HCSD) 

X X X X X 
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Strategy 3: Creation of the official Project HOPE 
website that will serve as an information 
clearinghouse for the public to obtain information 
about the effort and communicate interest in joining 
the effort. 
 
Responsible Party/Parties 
 

• LEAD: Housing and Community Services 
(HCSD) 

• Project HOPE Leadership Council 
• Wichita Police Department (WPD) 

 

X X X X X 

Strategy 4: Utilize the voice of the established 
Project HOPE Leadership Council to determine how 
the effort will engage in meaningful ways with a 
diversity of community stakeholders who are 
invested in the wellbeing of Target Area. 
 
Responsible Party/Parties 
 

• LEAD: Project HOPE Leadership 
Council 

• Housing and Community Services 
(HCSD) 

• Wichita Police Department (WPD) 
 

  X X  

Strategy 5: Engagement in community outreach 
meetings with various stakeholder groups such as 
businesses, residents, and the unhoused population. 
These meetings will continue to provide additional 
opportunities for stakeholders to be involved with 
Project HOPE. 
 
Responsible Party/Parties 
 

• LEAD: Project HOPE Core Planning 

X X X X X 
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Team 
• Project HOPE Leadership Council 
• Housing and Community Services 

(HCSD) 
• Wichita Police Department (WPD) 

Strategy 6: Planning community engagement 
activities designed to bring the neighbors, service 
providers, and businesses of the area together to 
better understand how each can produce change, 
positivity, and wider community engagement within 
the Target Area. 
 
Responsible Party/Parties 
 

• CO-LEAD: Project HOPE Core Planning 
Team 

• CO-LEAD: Project HOPE Leadership 
Council 

• Housing and Community Services 
(HCSD) 

• Wichita Police Department (WPD) 
 

  

X X X 

 
Goals: 

(1) To decrease the homeless-associated crime rate in the Target Area. 
(2) To maintain a reduction in the homeless-associated crime rate in the Target Area. 
(3) To decrease the homeless-associated calls for police service in the Target Area. 
(4) To maintain a reduction in the homeless-associated calls for police service in the Target Area. 
(5) To reduce the number of unhoused individuals in the Target Area. 

 
Strategies: 
 

1. Hiring of Case Workers, Peer Navigators, and/or Interns to engage in day-to-day supportive activities to advance Project HOPE’s objectives in 
providing personalized supportive services to those who are experiencing homelessness within the Target Area. 
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2. Utilization of the City of Wichita’s Housing Choice Voucher Program in the provision of housing and supportive wrap-around services for 
identified persons currently experiencing homelessness within the Target Area. 
 

3. Creation of the official Project HOPE website that will serve as an information clearinghouse for the public to obtain information about the effort 
and communicate interest in joining the effort. The website will include the following information: 
 

• Project HOPE Overview 
• About / History 
• Leadership Council 

o List of Members and Meeting Dates 
• Project HOPE Community Updates 
• How to Get Involved 
• Contact Us 

 
4. In addition, the Core Planning Team will continue to utilize the voice of the established Project HOPE Leadership Council to determine how the 

effort will engage in meaningful ways with a diversity of community stakeholders who are invested in the wellbeing of Target Area. Through the 
project’s ongoing data collection and evaluation efforts, members of the Newman University Data Team, Wichita Police Department, and the City 
of Wichita’s Housing and Community Development Department will work closely with this group. 
 

5. Engagement in community outreach meetings with various stakeholder groups such as businesses, residents, and the unhoused population. These 
meetings will continue to provide additional opportunities for stakeholders to be involved with Project HOPE. 
 

6. Planning community engagement activities designed to bring the neighbors, service providers, and businesses of the area together to better 
understand how each can produce change, positivity, and wider community engagement within the Target Area. 
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Appendix I: Project HOPE Budget Summary and Budget Detail by Year 
 
 

 
 
The Detail Worksheets (Year 1 through Year 4**) for Project HOPE begin on the following page. 
 
**Assumption of the eventual submission (August 2023) and approval of a 12 Month No Cost Extension. 
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Budget Detail - Year 1 (2020-2021) 

Does this budget contain conference costs which is defined broadly to include meetings, retreats, seminars, symposia, and training 
activities? - N 

 

(DOJ Financial Guide, Section 3.10)       
A. Personnel 

Name Position    Computation     
List each name, if known. List each position, if 

known. 
 Show annual salary rate & amount of time devoted to the project for each 

name/position. 
 

  
Salary 

 
Rate 

Time Worked 
(# of hours, days, 

months, years) 

Percentage of 
Time 

 
Total Cost 

Non-Federal 
Contribution 

Federal 
Request 

       
$0 

  
$0 

Total(s) $0 $0 $0 
Narrative  

No personnel costs in year one. 

B. Fringe Benefits 
 Name     Computation    
List each grant-supported position receiving fringe benefits.   Show the basis for computation.   

 Base Rate Total Cost Non-Federal 
Contribution 

Federal 
Request 

    
$0 

  
$0 

Total(s) $0 $0 $0 
Narrative  

No fringe benefits in year one. 

C. Travel 
Purpose of Travel Location Type of 

Expense 
Basis    Computation   

https://ojp.gov/financialguide/DOJ/PostawardRequirements/chapter3.10c.htm
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Indicate the purpose of 
each trip or type of trip 

(training, advisory group 
meeting) 

 
Indicate the travel destination. 

 
Lodging, 

Meals, 
Etc. 

Per day, 
mile, trip, 
Etc. 

  
Compute the cost of each type of expense X the number of 
people traveling. 

  
Cost 

 
Quantit

y 

 
# of 
Staff 

# of 
Trips 

 
Total Cost 

 
Non-Federal 
Contribution 

Federal 
Request 

    
N/A 

     
$0 

  
$0 

Total(s) $0 $0 $0 
Narrative  

No travel in year one. 

D. Equipment 
 Item   Computation      
List and describe each item of equipment that will be 
purchased 

Compute the cost (e.g., the number of each item to be purchased X the cost per 
item) 

 

 # of Items Unit Cost Total Cost Non-Federal 
Contribution 

Federal 
Request 

    
$0 

  
$0 

Total(s) $0 $0 $0 
Narrative  

No equipment will be purchased. 

E. Supplies 
Supply Items   Computation    
Provide a list of the types of items to be purchased with 
grant 
funds. 

Describe the item and the compute the costs. Computation: The number of each item to be 
purchased X the 
cost per item. 

 # of Items Unit Cost Total Cost Non-Federal 
Contribution 

Federal 
Request 

Total(s) $0 $0 $0 
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Narrative  

No equipment will be purchased. 

F. Construction 
Purpose Description of Work  Computation     

de the purpose of the 
construction 

Describe the construction 
project(s) 

Compute the costs (e.g., the number of each item to be purchased X the cost per 
item) 

 

 # of Items Cost Total Cost Non-Federal 
Contribution 

Federal 
Request 

     
$0 

  
$0 

Total(s) $0 $0 $0 
Narrative  

There will be no construction. 
G. Subawards (Subgrants) 

Description  Purpose  Consultant?  
 
 
 
Description of the activities to be carried out by 
subrecipients. 

 
 
 
Describe the purpose of the subaward (subgrant) 

Is the subaward 
for a 

consultant? If 
yes, use the 

section below to 
explain 

associated 
travel expenses 
included in the 

cost. 
  Total Cost Non-Federal 

Contribution 
Federal 
Request 

Total(s) $0 $0 $0 
Consultant Travel (if necessary) 
Purpose of Travel Location  Type of Expense   Computation   

Indicate the purpose of 
each trip or type of trip 

(training, advisory group 
meeting) 

 
Indicate the travel destination. 

 
Hotel, airfare, per diem 

 
Compute the cost of each type of expense X the number of 
people traveling. 
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Cost 

Duratio
n Or 

Distanc
e 

# of 
Staff 

 
Total Cost 

Non-Federal 
Contribution 

Federal 
Request 

       
$0 

  
$0 

Total $0 $0 $0 
Narrative  

No subawards in year one. 

H. Procurement Contracts 
Description  Purpose  Consultant?  

 
Provide a description of the products or services to 

be procured by contract and an estimate of the 
costs. Applicants are encouraged to promote free 

and open competition in awarding contracts. A 
separate justification must be provided for sole 
source procurements in excess of the Simplified 

Acquisition Threshold (currently $150,000). 

  
 
 

Describe the purpose of the 
contract 

  
Is the subaward 

for a 
consultant? If 
yes, use the 

section below to 
explain 

associated 
travel expenses 
included in the 

cost. 
   

Total Cost 
 
Non-Federal 
Contribution 

 
Federal 
Request 

 
Grant Coordinator 

 
Coordinate All Grant Aspects 

  
$33,333 

  
$33,333 

Total(s) $33,333 $0 $33,333 
Consultant Travel (if necessary) 
Purpose of Travel Location Type of Expense Computation 

ndicate the purpose of 
each trip or type of trip 

(training, advisory group 
meeting) 

 
Indicate the travel destination. 

 
Hotel, airfare, per diem 

 
Compute the cost of each type of expense X the number of 
people traveling. 
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Cost 

Duratio
n or 

Distanc
e 

# of 
Staff 

 
Total Cost 

Non-
Federal 
Contributio
n 

Federal 
Request 

       
$0 

  
$0 

Total $0 $0 $0 
Narrative  

Grant Coordinator hired and worked five months of year one coordinating all aspects of the grant. 

I. Other Costs 
Description    Computation      

List and describe items that will be paid with 
grants funds (e.g. rent, reproduction, telephone, 
janitorial, or security services, and investigative 

or confidential funds). 

    
Show the basis for computation 

   

  
Quantity 

 
Basis 

 
Cost 

 
Length of Time 

 
Total Cost 

 
Non-
Federal 
Contributio
n 

 
Federal 
Request 

      
$0 

  
$0 

Total(s) $0 $0 $0 
Narrative  

All rent, utilities, telephone, janitorial, etc. will be provided by the City of Wichita. 

J. Indirect Costs 
Description    Computation      
Describe what the approved rate is and how it is applied. Compute the indirect costs for those portions of the program which allow such 

costs. 
 

  
Base 

 
Indirect Cost Rate 

 
Total Cost 

 
Non-
Federal 

 
Federal 
Request 
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Contributio
n 

 
Indirect Costs 

 
$33,333 

 
3.37% 

 
$1,124 

  
$1,124 

Total(s) $1,124 $0 $1,124 
Narrative  

The City of Wichita's indirect cost rate for law enforcement grants is 3.37% as determined through the analysis and approved by its cognizant agency, the 
Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration. The indirect cost allocation plan is attached to the grant submission. 
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Budget Detail - Year 2 (2021-2022) 

Does this budget contain conference costs which is defined broadly to include meetings, retreats, seminars, symposia, and 
training activities? - Y/N 

 

(DOJ Financial Guide, Section 3.10)       
A. Personnel 

Name Position    Computation     
List each name, if 
known. 

List each position, if 
known. 

 Show annual salary rate & amount of time devoted to the project for each 
name/position. 

 

  
Salary 

 
Rate 

Time Worked 
(# of hours, days, 
months, years) 

Percentage of 
Time 

 
Total Cost 

Non-Fed 
Contributi
on 

Federal 
Request 

 
Case Worker #2 

 
Case Worker 

 
$23.38 

 
hourly 

 
1,040 

 
100% 

 
$24,316 

  
$24,316 

 
Case Worker #1 

 
Case Worker 

 
$23.38 

 
hourly 

 
1,040 

 
100% 

 
$24,316 

  
$24,316 

 
Alex Stadler 

 
Crime Analyst $53,436  

yearly 
 

1 
 

10% 
 

$5,344 
  

$5,344 
                                                                                                                                                                                       Total(s) $53,976 $0 $53,976 

Narrative  

Two case workers will be funded to assist homeless individuals in connecting to housing and wrap around services. Crime analyst will collaborate with 
Newman University on data analysis. 

B. Fringe Benefits 
 Name    Computation    
List each grant-supported position receiving fringe benefits.   Show the basis for computation.   

  
Base 

 
Rate 

 
Total Cost 

Non- 
Federal 

Contributi
on 
n 

Federal 
Request 

https://ojp.gov/financialguide/DOJ/PostawardRequirements/chapter3.10c.htm
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Case Worker #2 

 
$24,316 

 
52.26% 

 
$12,708 

  
$12,708 

 
Case Worker #1 

 
$24,316 

 
52.26% 

 
$12,708 

  
$12,708 

 
Crime Analyst 

 
$5,344 

 
52.26% 

 
$2,793 

  
$2,793 

Total(s) $28,209 $0 $28,209 
Narrative  

Average fringe benefit rate is 52.26% which includes FICA (7.65%), Workman's Compensation (1.85%), Unemployment (.10%), Life Insurance (.40%), 
Pension (12.45%) and Health Insurance (29.81%). 

C. Travel 
Purpose of Travel Location Type of 

Expense 
Basis    Computation   

Indicate the purpose of 
each trip or type of trip 

(training, advisory group 
meeting) 

 
Indicate the travel destination. 

 
Lodging, 
Meals, Etc. 

PPer day, 
mile, trip, 

Etc. 

  
Compute the cost of each type of expense X the number 
of people traveling. 

  
Cost 

 
Quantit

y 

 
# of 
Staff 

# of 
Trips 

 
Total Cost 

 
Non-Fed 

Contribution 

Federal 
Request 

 
National Peer to Peer 
Learning Session 

 
Washington, DC 

 
Lodging 

 
Night 

 
$256 

 
3 

 
1 

 
1 

 
$768 

  
$768 

 
National Peer to Peer 
Learning Session 

 
Washington, DC 

 
Transportation 

 
Round-

trip 

 
$550 

 
1 

 
1 

 
1 

 
$550 

  
$550 

 
National Peer to Peer 
Learning Session 

 
Washington, DC 

 
Meals 

 
Day 

 
$96 

 
3 

 
1 

 
1 

 
$288 

  
$288 

 
National Peer to Peer 
Learning Session 

 
Washington, DC 

 
Local Travel 

 
N/A 

 
$70 

 
1 

 
1 

 
1 

 
$70 

  
$70 

Total(s) $1,676 $0 $1,676 
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Narrative  

Airfare, meals, lodging and local travel for a three day peer to peer learning conference in Washington, DC to be attended by the Grant Coordinator. 
Meals amount determined using per diem rates for Washington DC. Local travel includes parking and ground transportation. 

D. Equipment 
 Item  Computation    
List and describe each item of equipment that will be 
purchased 

Compute the cost (e.g., the number of each item to be purchased X the cost per 
item) 

 

 # of Items Unit Cost Total Cost Non- 
Federal 
Contribution 

Federal 
   Request 
    
    

    
$0 

  
$0 

Total(s) $0 $0 $0 
Narrative  

No equipment will be purchased. 

E. Supplies 
Supply Items  Computation    

Provide a list of the types of items to be purchased with 
grant funds. 

Describe the item and the compute the costs. Computation: The number of each item to be 
purchased X the cost per item. 

 # of Items Unit Cost Total Cost Non- Federal 
   Federal Request 
   Contribution  
     

 
Printing - Post Cards 

 
500 

 
$0.12 

 
$60 

  
$60 

 
First Class Postage - Post Cards 

 
500 

 
$0.35 

 
$175 

  
$175 

 
First Class Postage - Letters 

 
1000 

 
$0.55 

 
$550 

  
$550 
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Supplies and Refreshments - Community Meetings 

 
6 

 
$100 

 
$600 

  
$600 

Total(s) $1,385 $0 $1,385 
Narrative  
Approximately 500 post cards will be sent to residents and businesses within the target area at a cost of $.12 each to print and $.35 each to mail. In 
addition, approximately 1,000 letters will be mailed to partners, residents, businesses and providers within the target area concerning project activities 
and meetings. Paper, toner and envelopes will be provided by the applicant while postage will be $.55 per letter. The project expects to hold six 
community meetings with residents, businesses, providers and the homeless. Each meeting will require two flip charts at $25 each and refreshments 
(water and snacks only not to exceed $3 per attendee) are estimated at $50 per meeting. 
F. Construction 
Purpose 
de the purpose of the 
construction 

Description of Work 
Describe the construction 
project(s) 

Computation 
Compute the costs (e.g., the number of each item to be purchased X the cost per item) 

 # of Items Cost Total Cost Non-Fed 
Contribution 

Federal 
Request 

     
$0 

  
$0 

Total(s) $0 $0 $0 
Narrative  

There will be no construction. 

G. Subawards (Subgrants) 
Description 

 
 
 

Description of the activities to be carried out by 
subrecipients. 

Purpose 
 
 
 

Describe the purpose of the subaward (subgrant) 

Consultant? 
 

Is the 
subaward for 
a consultant? 
If yes, use the 
section below 

to explain 
associated 

travel 
expenses 

included in 
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the 
cost. 

  Total Cost Non-Fed 
Contribution 

Federal 
Request 

 
Data Collection, Analysis and Reporting 

 
Conduct Surveys, Analyze Crime and Statistical Data 

  
$7,646 

  
$7,646 

Total(s) $7,646 $0 $7,646 
Consultant Travel (if necessary) 
Purpose of Travel Location  Type of Expense    Computati

on 
  

Indicate the purpose of 
each trip or type of trip 

(training, advisory group 
meeting) 

 
Indicate the travel destination. 

 
Hotel, airfare, per diem 

 
Compute the cost of each type of expense X the number 
of people traveling. 

  
Cost 

Duratio
n Or 

Distanc
e 

# of 
Staff 

 
Total Cost 

Non- 
Federal 
Contribution 

Federal 
Request 

       
$0 

  
$0 

Total $0 $0 $0 
Narrative  

A sub-grantee, Newman University, will serve as the entity responsible for data collection and analysis as well as evaluator of performance measures. 
Kristi Barton- Edward, JD will lead the Neman team. She serves as a professor at Newman University and provides training around the State of Kansas 
for Law Enforcement through the Law Enforcement Training Center. Ms. Barton-Edward is also working with the City of Wichita on its Just and Mental 
Health Collaboration Program Grant and can leverage data across both endeavors. Year two costs include: Create Electronic Survey - Residents (2 hrs @ 
$100 per hr), Create electronic Survey - Businesses (2 hrs @ 
$100 per hr), Create electronic Survey - Providers (2 hrs @ $100 per hr), Deploy Surveys - Social Media and Postcards w/ Link (1 hr @ $100 per hr), 
Create In Person Survey - Homeless (2 hrs @ $100 per hr), Evaluate Electronic Survey Responses (4 hrs @ $100 per hr), In Person Homeless Survey by 
Grad Students ($100 Stipend per Day for 10 Days), Monthly Review of Crime Stats (2 hrs for 36 mos @ $100 per hr), Participate at eleven community 
meetings - six in year two, three in year three and 
two in year four (22hrs @ $100 per hr). 
H. Procurement Contracts 

Description  Purpose  Consultant?  
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Provide a description of the products or services to 
be procured by contract and an estimate of the 

costs. Applicants are encouraged to promote free 
and open competition in awarding contracts. A 
separate justification must be provided for sole 
source procurements in excess of the Simplified 

Acquisition 
Threshold (currently $150,000). 

 
 
 

Describe the purpose of the contract 

  
Is the 

subaward for 
a consultant? 
If yes, use the 
section below 

to explain 
associated 

travel 
expenses 

included in 
the 

cost. 
   

Total Cost 
 
Non- 
Federal 
Contribution 

 
Federal 
Request 

 
Four Peer Navigators 

 
Provide Direct Client Support 

  
$31,848 

  
$31,848 

 
Grant Coordinator 

 
Coordinate Grant Aspects 

  
$80,000 

  
$80,000 

Total(s) $111,848 $0 $111,848 
Consultant Travel (if necessary) 
Purpose of Travel Location  Type of Expense     Computati

on 
  

Indicate the purpose of 
each trip or type of trip 

(training, advisory group 
meeting) 

 
Indicate the travel destination. 

 
Hotel, airfare, per diem 

 
Compute the cost of each type of expense X the number 
of people traveling. 

  
Cost 

Duratio
n or 

Distanc
e 

# of 
Staff 

 
Total Cost 

Non- 
Federal 
Contribution 

Federal 
Request 

       
$0 

  
$0 

Total $0 $0 $0 
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Narrative  

Peer Navigators will provide direct client support. Grant Coordinator will continue to coordinate all aspects of the grant including coordinating data, 
communications, leading community meetings, contract management and producing monthly reports. 

I. Other Costs 
Description    Computation      

List and describe items that will be paid with 
grants funds (e.g. rent, reproduction, telephone, 

janitorial, or security services, and investigative or 
confidential funds). 

    
Show the basis for computation 

   

  
Quantity 

 
Basis 

 
Cost 

 
Length of 
Time 

 
Total Cost 

 
Non- 
Federal 
Contribution 

 
Federal 
Request 

 
Education Campaign 

 
1 

 
each 

 
$20,176 

 
1 

 
$20,176 

  
$20,176 

Total(s) $20,176 $0 $20,176 
Narrative  

Education campaign to promote community awareness will be created and may include multiple media types. All rent, utilities, telephone, janitorial, etc. 
will be provided by the City of Wichita. 

J. Indirect Costs 
Description      Computation    
Describe what the approved rate is and how it is 
applied. 

  Compute the indirect costs for those portions of the program which 
allow such costs. 

 

  
Base 

 
Indirect Cost Rate 

 
Total Cost 

 
Non-Fed 
Contribution 

 
Federal 
Request 

 
Indirect Costs 

 
$224,916 

 
3.37% 

 
$7,580 

  
$7,580 

Total(s) $7,580 $0 $7,580 
Narrative  

The City of Wichita's indirect cost rate for law enforcement grants is 3.37% as determined through the analysis and approved by its cognizant agency, 
the Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration. The indirect cost allocation plan is attached to the grant submission. 
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Budget Detail - Year 3 (2022-2023) 

Does this budget contain conference costs which is defined broadly to include meetings, retreats, seminars, symposia, and 
training activities? - Y 

 

(DOJ Financial Guide, Section 3.10)       
A. Personnel 

Name Position    Computation     
List each name, if 
known. 

List each position, if 
known. 

 Show annual salary rate & amount of time devoted to the project for each 
name/position. 

 

  
Salary 

 
Rate 

Time Worked (# 
of hours, days, 
months, years) 

Percentage of 
Time 

 
Total Cost 

Non-Federal 
Contribution 

Federal 
Request 

 
Case Worker #2 

 
Case Worker 

 
$23.38 

 
hourly 

 
2,080 

 
100% 

 
$48,631 

  
$48,631 

 
Case Worker #1 

 
Case Worker 

 
$23.38 

 
hourly 

 
2,080 

 
100% 

 
$48,631 

  
$48,631 

 
Alex Stadler 

 
Crime Analyst 

 
$54,926.91 

 
yearly 

 
1 

 
10% 

 
$5,493 

  
$5,493 

Total(s) $102,755 $0 $102,755 
Narrative  

Two case workers will be funded to assist homeless individuals in connecting to housing and wrap around services. Crime analyst will collaborate with 
Newman University on data analysis. 

B. Fringe Benefits 
 Name    Computation    
List each grant-supported position receiving fringe benefits.   Show the basis for computation.   

 Base Rate Total Cost Contribution Request 
 
Case Worker #2 

 
$48,631 

 
52.26% 

 
$25,415 

  
$25,415 

 
Case Worker #1 

 
$48,631 

 
52.26% 

 
$25,415 

  
$25,415 

 
Crime Analyst 

 
$5,493 

 
52.26% 

 
$2,871 

  
$2,871 

https://ojp.gov/financialguide/DOJ/PostawardRequirements/chapter3.10c.htm
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Total(s) $53,701 $0 $53,701 
Narrative  

Average fringe benefit rate is 52.26% which includes FICA (7.65%), Workman's Compensation (1.85%), Unemployment (.10%), Life Insurance (.40%), 
Pension (12.45%) and Health Insurance (29.81%). 

C. Travel 
Purpose of Travel Location Type of 

Expense 
Basis    Computation   

Indicate the purpose of 
each trip or type of trip 
(training, advisory group 

meeting) 

 
Indicate the travel destination. 

 
Lodging, 
Meals, Etc. 

Per day, 
mile, trip, 
Etc. 

  
Compute the cost of each type of expense X the number of 
people traveling. 

  
Cost 

 
Quantity 

 
# of 
Staff 

# of 
Trips 

 
Total Cost 

 
Non-Federal 
Contribution 

Federal 
Request 

 
Regional Peer to Peer 
Learning Session 

 
South or Midwest 

 
Transportatio
n 

 
Round-
trip 

 
$425 

 
1 

 
1 

 
1 

 
$425 

  
$425 

 
Regional Peer to Peer 
Learning Session 

 
South or Midwest 

 
Lodging 

 
Night 

 
$161 

 
2 

 
1 

 
1 

 
$322 

  
$322 

 
Regional Peer to Peer 
Learning Session 

 
South or Midwest 

 
Meals 

 
Day 

 
$66 

 
2 

 
1 

 
1 

 
$132 

  
$132 

 
Regional Peer to Peer 
Learning Session 

 
South or Midwest 

 
Local Travel 

 
N/A 

 
$18 

 
1 

 
1 

 
1 

 
$18 

  
$18 

Total(s) $897 $0 $897 
Narrative  

Airfare, meals, lodging and local travel for a two day regional peer to peer learning conference to be attended by the Grant Coordinator. Meals amount 
determined using per diem rates for Dallas, TX. Local travel includes parking and ground transportation. 

 Equipment 
 Item  Computation    
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List and describe each item of equipment that will be 
purchased 

Compute the cost (e.g., the number of each item to be purchased X the cost per 
item) 

 

 # of Items Unit Cost Total Cost Non-Federal 
Contribution 

Federal 
Request 

    
$0 

  
$0 

Total(s) $0 $0 $0 
Narrative  

No equipment will be purchased. 

E. Supplies 
Supply Items  Computation    

Provide a list of the types of items to be purchased with 
grant funds. 

Describe the item and the compute the costs. Computation: The number of each item to be 
purchased X the cost per item. 

 # of Items Unit Cost Total Cost Non-Federal 
Contribution 

Federal 
Request 

 
Supplies and Refreshments - Community Meetings 

 
3 

 
$100 

 
$300 

  
$300 

 
First Class Postage - Letters 

 
500 

 
$0.55 

 
$275 

  
$275 

Total(s) $575 $0 $575 
Narrative  

The project expects to hold three community meetings with residents, businesses, providers and the homeless. Each meeting will require two flip charts 
at $25 each and refreshments (water and snacks only not to exceed $3 per attendee) are estimated at $50 per meeting. Approximately 500 letters will be 
mailed to residents, businesses and providers within the target area concerning project activities and meetings. Paper, toner and envelopes will be 
provided by the applicant while postage will be $.55 per 
letter. 
F. Construction 

Purpose Description of Work  Computation    
de the purpose of the 
construction 

Describe the construction 
project(s) 

Compute the costs (e.g., the number of each item to be purchased X the cost per 
item) 

 

 # of Items Cost Total Cost Non-Federal 
Contribution 

Federal 
Request 
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$0 

  
$0 

Total(s) $0 $0 $0 
Narrative  

There will be no construction. 

G. Subawards (Subgrants) 
Description  Purpose   Consultant?  

 
 
 
Description of the activities to be carried out by 
subrecipients. 

 
 
 
Describe the purpose of the subaward 
(subgrant) 

 Is the 
subaward for a 
consultant? If 
yes, use the 

section below 
to explain 
associated 

travel expenses 
included in the 

cost. 
  Total Cost Non-Federal 

Contribution 
Federal 
Request 

 
Data Collection, Analysis and Reporting 

 
Conduct Surveys, Analyze Crime and Statistical Data 

  
$3,000 

  
$3,000 

Total(s) $3,000 $0 $3,000 
Consultant Travel (if necessary) 
Purpose of Travel Location  Type of Expense  Computation     

Indicate the purpose of 
each trip or type of trip 
(training, advisory group 

meeting) 

 
Indicate the travel destination. 

 
Hotel, airfare, per diem 

 
Compute the cost of each type of expense X the number of 
people traveling. 

  
Cost 

Durati
on or 

Distan
ce 

# of 
Staff 

 
Total Cost 

Non-Federal 
Contribution 

Federal 
Request 

       
$0 

  
$0 

Total $0 $0 $0 
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Narrative  

A sub-grantee, Newman University, will continue crime and homeless data analysis and evaluation of performance measures. Year three costs include: 
Monthly Review of Crime Stats (2 hrs for 36 mos @ $100 per hr), Participate at eleven community meetings - six in year two, three in year three and two 
in year four (22hrs @ $100 per hr). 
H. Procurement Contracts 

Description  Purpose  Consultant?  

 
Provide a description of the products or services 
to be procured by contract and an estimate of 

the costs. Applicants are encouraged to 
promote free and open competition in awarding 

contracts. A separate justification must be 
provided for sole source procurements in excess 

of the Simplified Acquisition Threshold 
(currently $150,000). 

  
 
 

Describe the purpose of the 
contract 

  
Is the subaward 

for a 
consultant? If 
yes, use the 

section below to 
explain 

associated 
travel expenses 
included in the 

cost. 
   

Total Cost 
 
Non-Federal 
Contribution 

 
Federal 
Request 

 
Four Peer Navigators 

 
Provide Direct Client Support 

  
$63,692 

  
$63,692 

 
Employment Training and Job Training 
Assistance 

t Training and Job Training Assistance for Those with 
Criminal Histories 

  
$35,000 

  
$35,000 

 
Grant Coordinator 

 
Coordinate Grant Aspects 

  
$80,000 

  
$80,000 

Total(s) $178,692 $0 $178,692 
Consultant Travel (if necessary) 
Purpose of Travel Location  Type of Expense Computation 

Indicate the purpose of 
each trip or type of trip 
(training, advisory group 

meeting) 

 
Indicate the travel destination. 

 
Hotel, airfare, per diem 

 
Compute the cost of each type of expense X the number of 
people traveling. 
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Cost 

Duratio
n 
or 

Distanc
e 

# of 
Staff 

 
Total Cost 

Non-Federal 
Contribution 

Federal 
Request 

       
$0 

  
$0 

Total $0 $0 $0 
Narrative  

Peer Navigators will provide direct client support. Collaboration with third party agencies will occur to provide employment training and job training 
assistance to those with criminal histories so they can prepare for and obtain employment. Grant Coordinator will continue to coordinate all aspects of the 
grant including coordinating data, communications, leading community meetings, contract management and producing monthly reports. 
I. Other Costs 

Description    Computation    
List and describe items that will be paid with 

grants funds (e.g. rent, reproduction, telephone, 
janitorial, or security services, and investigative 

or confidential funds). 

    
Show the basis for computation 

   

  
Quantity 

 
Basis 

 
Cost 

 
Length of Time 

 
Total Cost 

 
Non-Federal 
Contribution 

 
Federal 
Request 

 
Education Campaign 

 
1 

 
each 

 
$25,354 

 
1 

 
$25,354 

  
$25,354 

Total(s) $25,354 $0 $25,354 
Narrative  

Education campaign to promote community awareness will be created and may include multiple media types. All rent, utilities, telephone, janitorial, etc. 
will be provided by the City of Wichita. 

J. Indirect Costs 
Description    Computation     
Describe what the approved rate is and how it is applied. Compute the indirect costs for those portions of the program which allow such costs.  
  

Base 
 
Indirect Cost Rate 

 
Total Cost 

 
Non-Federal 
Contribution 

 
Federal 
Request 
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Indirect Costs 

 
$364,974 

 
3.37% 

 
$12,300 

  
$12,300 

Total(s) $12,300 $0 $12,300 
Narrative  

The City of Wichita's indirect cost rate for law enforcement grants is 3.37% as determined through the analysis and approved by its cognizant agency, the 
Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration. The indirect cost allocation plan is attached to the grant submission. 
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Budget Detail - Year 4 (2023-2024) 

Does this budget contain conference costs which is defined broadly to include meetings, retreats, seminars, symposia, and 
training activities? - N 

 

(DOJ Financial Guide, Section 3.10)       
A. Personnel 

Name Position    Computation     
List each name, if 

known. 
List each position, if 

known. 
 Show annual salary rate & amount of time devoted to the project for each 

name/position. 
 

  
Salary 

 
Rate 

Time Worked 
(# of hours, days, 

months, years) 

Percentage of 
Time 

 
Total 
Cost 

Non-Federal 
Contribution 

Federal 
Request 

 
Case Worker #2 

 
Case Worker 

 
$23.38 

 
hourly 

 
2,080 

 
100% 

 
$48,631 

  
$48,631 

 
Case Worker #1 

 
Case Worker 

 
$23.38 

 
hourly 

 
2,080 

 
100% 

 
$48,631 

  
$48,631 

 
Alex Stadler 

 
Crime Analyst 

 
$56,305 

 
yearly 

 
1 

 
10% 

 
$5,631 

  
$5,631 

Total(s) $102,893 $0 $102,893 
Narrative  

Two case workers will be funded to assist homeless individuals in connecting to housing and wrap around services. Crime analyst will collaborate with 
Newman University on data analysis. 

B. Fringe Benefits 
 Name     Computation    

List each grant-supported position receiving fringe benefits.   Show the basis for computation.    

 Base Rate Total 
Cost 

Non-Federal 
Contribution 

Federal 
Request 

 
Case Worker #2 

 
$48,631 

 
52.26% 

 
$25,415 

  
$25,415 

 
Case Worker #1 

 
$48,631 

 
52.26% 

 
$25,415 

  
$25,415 

https://ojp.gov/financialguide/DOJ/PostawardRequirements/chapter3.10c.htm
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Crime Analyst 

 
$5,630 

 
52.26% 

 
$2,943 

  
$2,943 

Total(s) $53,773 $0 $53,773 
Narrative  

Average fringe benefit rate is 52.26% which includes FICA (7.65%), Workman's Compensation (1.85%), Unemployment (.10%), Life Insurance (.40%), 
Pension (12.45%) and Health Insurance (29.81%). 

C. Travel 
Purpose of Travel Location Type of 

Expense 
Basis    Computation   

Indicate the purpose of 
each trip or type of trip 

(training, advisory group 
meeting) 

 
Indicate the travel destination. 

 
Lodging, 

Meals, Etc. 

Per day, 
mile, trip, 

Etc. 

  
Compute the cost of each type of expense X the number of 

people traveling. 

  
Cost 

 
Quantity 

 
# of 
Staff 

# of 
Trips 

 
Total 
Cost 

 
Non-Federal 
Contribution 

Federal 
Request 

    
N/A 

     
$0 

  
$0 

Total(s) $0 $0 $0 
Narrative  

No travel expected in year four. 

D. Equipment 
 Item   Computation      

List and describe each item of equipment that will be 
purchased 

Compute the cost (e.g., the number of each item to be purchased X the cost per item)  

 # of Items Unit Cost Total 
Cost 

Non-Federal 
Contribution 

Federal 
Request 

    
$0 

  
$0 

Total(s) $0 $0 $0 
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Narrative  

No equipment will be purchased. 

E. Supplies 
Supply Items   Computation    

Provide a list of the types of items to be purchased with 
grant 
funds. 

Describe the item and the compute the costs. Computation: The number of each item to be 
purchased X the 

cost per item. 
 # of Items Unit Cost Total Cost Non-Fed 

Contribution 
Federal 
Request 

 
Supplies and Refreshments - Community Meetings 

 
2 

 
$100 

 
$200 

  
$200 

Total(s) $200 $0 $200 
Narrative  

The project expects to hold two community meetings with residents, businesses, providers and the homeless. Each meeting will require two flip charts 
at $25 each and refreshments (water and snacks only not to exceed $3 per attendee) are estimated at $50 per meeting. 

F. Construction 
Purpose Description of Work  Computation     

de the purpose of the 
construction 

Describe the construction 
project(s) 

Compute the costs (e.g., the number of each item to be purchased X the cost per 
item) 

 

 # of Items Cost Total Cost Non- Federal 
Contribution 

Federal 
Request 

     
$0 

  
$0 

Total(s) $0 $0 $0 
Narrative  

There will be no construction. 

G. Subawards (Subgrants) 
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Description Purpose Consultant?  

 
 

Description of the activities to be carried out by 
subrecipients. 

 
 

Describe the purpose of the subaward (subgrant) 

Is the subaward 
for a consultant? 

If yes, use the 
section below to 

explain 
associated travel 

expenses 
included in the 

cost. 

 

  Total Cost Non- Federal 
Contribution 

Federal 
Request 

 
Data Collection, Analysis and Reporting 

 
Conduct Surveys, Analyze Crime and Statistical Data 

  
$17,346 

  
$17,346 

Total(s) $17,346 $0 $17,346 
Consultant Travel (if necessary) 

Purpose of Travel Location  Type of Expense    Computati
on 

  

Indicate the purpose of 
each trip or type of trip 

(training, advisory group 
meeting) 

 
Indicate the travel destination. 

 
Hotel, airfare, per diem 

 
Compute the cost of each type of expense X the number of 

people traveling. 

  
Cost 

Duratio
n Or 

Distanc
e 

# of 
Staff 

 
Total Cost 

Non- Federal 
Contribution 

Federal 
Request 

       
$0 

  
$0 

Total $0 $0 $0 
Narrative  

A sub-grantee, Newman University, will continue crime and homeless data analysis and evaluation of performance measures. Data will be provided for 
completion of final report 90 days after grant term ends. Year four costs include: Monthly Review of Crime Stats (2 hrs for 36 mos @ $100 per hr), 

Participate at eleven community meetings 
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- six in year two, three in year three and two in year four (22hrs @ $100 per hr), Create and Deploy Electronic Surveys - Residents, Businesses, Providers 
(7 hrs @ $100 per hr), Pre and Post Survey Reviews (8 hrs @ $100 per hr) and Independent Evaluator (120 hrs @ 100 per hr). 

H. Procurement Contracts 
Description Purpose Consultant?  

 
Provide a description of the products or services 
to be procured by contract and an estimate of 

the costs. Applicants are encouraged to 
promote free and open competition in awarding 

contracts. A separate justification must be 
provided for sole source procurements in excess 

of the Simplified Acquisition Threshold 
(currently $150,000). 

 
 
 

Describe the purpose of the contract 

 
Is the subaward 

for a 
consultant? If 
yes, use the 

section below to 
explain 

associated 
travel expenses 
included in the 

cost. 

 

   
Total Cost 

Non- Federal 
Contribution 

 
Federal 
Request 

 
Four Peer Navigators 

 
Provide Direct Client Support 

  
$63,692 

  
$63,692 

 
Grant Coordinator 

 
Coordinate Grant Aspects 

  
$46,662 

  
$46,662 

 
Employment Training and Job Training 
Assistance 

t Training and Job Training Assistance for Those with 
Criminal Histories 

  
$35,000 

  
$35,000 

Total(s) $145,354 $0 $145,354 
Consultant Travel (if necessary) 
Purpose of Travel Location  Type of Expense    Computati

on 
  

Indicate the purpose of 
each trip or type of trip 
(training, advisory group 

meeting) 

 
Indicate the travel destination. 

 
Hotel, airfare, per diem 

 
Compute the cost of each type of expense X the number of 
people traveling. 
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 Cost Duratio
n or 
Distanc
e 

# of 
Staff 

Total Cost Non-Federal 
Contribution 

Federal 
Request 

       
$0 

  
$0 

Total $0 $0 $0 
Narrative  

Peer Navigators will provide direct client support. Grant Coordinator will continue to coordinate all aspects of the grant including coordinating data, 
communications, leading community meetings, contract management and producing monthly reports. Collaboration with third party agencies will occur 
to provide employment training and job training assistance to those with criminal histories so they can prepare for and obtain employment. 
I. Other Costs 

Description Computation 
List and describe items that will be paid with 

grants funds (e.g. rent, reproduction, telephone, 
janitorial,or security services, and investigative 

or confidential funds). 

 
Show the basis for computation 

  
Quantity 

 
Basis 

 
Cost 

 
Length of Time 

 
Total Cost 

 
Non-Federal 
Contribution 

 
Federal 
Request 

 
Education Campaign 

 
1 

 
each 

 
$24,608 

 
1 

 
$24,608 

  
$24,608 

Total(s) $24,608 $0 $24,608 
Narrative  

Education campaign to promote community awareness will be created and may include multiple media types. All rent, utilities, telephone, janitorial, etc. 
will be provided by the City of Wichita. 

J. Indirect Costs 
Description    Computation     
Describe what the approved rate is and how it is applied. Compute the indirect costs for those portions of the program which allow such costs.  
  

Base 
 
Indirect Cost Rate 

 
Total Cost 

 
Non-Federal 
Contribution 

 
Federal 
Request 
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Indirect Costs 

 
$344,174 

 
3.37% 

 
$11,599 

  
$11,599 

Total(s) $11,599 $0 $11,599 
Narrative  

The City of Wichita's indirect cost rate for law enforcement grants is 3.37% as determined through the analysis and approved by its cognizant agency, 
the Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration. The indirect cost allocation plan is attached to the grant submission. 
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